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A new Vice President of S tudent D evelopm ent and
Student Affairs was appointed yesterday after the
field was narrowed down to four candidates in late
January. T h e new VP will start officially on July 1,
pending approval from the Board of Trustees.
Dr. L ee Wilcox, the form er VP for S tudent Affairs
at Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute, accepted the ap
pointm ent, yesterday, after MSC President Irvin Reid
notified him over the w eekend, said Wilcox.
Wilcox will “start phasing in here in early April,”
said Reid.
“I hope to get oriented with the staff in April,” said
Wilcox. “I plan to get started on an Academic Advising
C enter (ASC) that could possibly be located in

We a re here f o r the stu d en ts
a n d students need to f i n d
sa tisfa ctio n in cam pus life
Moorehead Hall.” T h e Business D epartm ent will
most likely be moved to Partridge Hall.
“We are very excited about the new appointm ent,”
said Reid. “ He is a professional of high caliber and his
insight into what a com plex institution, such as ours
[MSC], needs will be very useful, especially as we
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New Vice President for Student Deveiopement and Student
Affairs, Dr. Lee Wilcox
move closer to university status.”
D uring a speech that Wilcox made to students in
early February, he expressed the importance of his job
by saying that most students do not leave school
because of flunkingout, but because of lack o f activity
in cam pus life.
“We are here for the students and students need to
find satisfaction in campus life,” said Wilcox.
According to Wilcox, the people he has m et here,
including the students and President Reid, have all
expressed optimism for the future. He also said that
he wants to be part of an institution on the rise and
believes MSC is one of those institutions.
Wilcox said he heard about this job from the VPSA
at Ramapo College, Pam ela Bischof, and said that she
thought it would be a good match for him.
H e also said that the job was appealing to him
because of MSC's initiative such as global education
and the focus on the new student experience.
“ I also think university status will be a big plus and
I would like to be a part of realizing the benefits,”
Wilcox said.
Wilcox will replace Acting Vice President for Stu
dent Deveiopement and Student Affairs Dr. Domenica
Desiderioscioli. Desiderioscioli replaced Dr. Jean
Armstrong in the fall of 1991 when Armstrong retired
and returned to the English Department.
Wilcox currently lives in Troy, N.Y. and plans to
move to some sort of temporary housing near MSC
before he completes the move sometime in the future.
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• Former Renssalaer
Polytechnic Institute VP Dr.
Lee Wilcox chosen to replace
Dr. Armstrong
by Greg Mac Sweeney

L

First-time advertisers are required to pre-pay
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pre-pay at a 5% discount. Tearsheets and invoices
will be mailed approximately (3) days following
publication. Payment is due (30) days after insertion
date. After (45) days of non-payment, a 10% finance
charge will be levied. Any payment not recieved
after (60) days will be forwarded to an outside
collection agency.
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$ 2 0 ,0 0 0 in new e x ce rcise
equipm ent in sta lle d in fie ld house
by Rodney Gaughan
During the last week of February,
$20,000 worth of new exercise equip
ment was purchased and installed in the
Field House located adjacent to the
Quarry parking lot.
According to Jose Rebimbas, direc
tor of Recreation, the new equipm ent
was greatly needed in order to be able to
better serve the campus community.
Some of the new equipm ent includes,
two step machines and two recumbent
cyclers. These machines are designed
to give cardiovascular workouts. T he
cyclers feature a contoured seat which
gives back support, unlike most con
ventional machines which do not.
Other pieces of equipm ent include:
a Smith Machine for squats, a lat pull
down machine, and a cable crossover Stusents "working up a sweat" on the new equipment in thefield house
machine which is accessorized to ac
commodate many different tasks.
Although the field house is small,
Another change since Rebim bas are more of a hassle to set up. He also
considering the population of MSC, came to MSC, about a year ago, is the noted that participation by women has
Rebimbas is trying to make students use of free weights, which most women increased significantly over previous se
and faculty aware of all it has to offer.
prefer over conventional weights which mesters.

T h e Assistant Athletic Director,
Holly Gera, and the Acting S tudent
C enter Director Constance D. Ford,
were praised by Rebimas for their in
volvement in obtaining the funds nec
essary to purchase the equipment. Gera
was not available for comment.
T he field house was built on the
same bond that the Student C enter
Annex was built with. That is why the
Student Center director is responsible
for renovations and improvements, said
Ford.
A new slip resistant tile floor was
also installed to “prevent people slip
ping on perspiration.”
“T he response has been great,” said
Ford. “T he more unisex equipm ent
can accommodate much more traffic.”
F'ord is currently working on getting
better heating for the field house along
with gettinga contractor to fix the sauna
that has been broken for over a year.
T h e best tim es to use the Field
House, according to Rebimbas, are in
the morning and early afternoon hours.

G ra d u a te Stu d en ts
Brrrrrrrrrrr...
p a y h ig h e r fe e s fo r
CLUB out in the cold;
u n d erg ra d to u rse s
Budget in deep-freeze
by Tara Champ

by Joan Petrocelli
College Fife Union Board's bud
get was frozen after Treasurer Gina
Vasel resigned on Monday for per
sonal reasons.
"I officially resigned because edu
cation is my first priority,” said Vasel.
However, according to CLUB
President Sam Rock, this setback
should not interfere with future plans
of the organization including co
sponsoring an event with Class One
Concerts.
“This shouldn’t affect any pro
gramming of C LU B” Rock said.
“Next week everything will be back
to normal.”

I lowever, original plans to co-spon
sor the production of Hair with Play
ers is off as they will seek to work in
conjunction with the SGA according
to Players President Andrea Caskey.
Caskey also said that she and the
remaining members of Players who
joined CLUB last week will remain
members and help the organization
with this year’s drive-in.
Celina Lawson was nominated for
the position of treasurer at Monday’s
CLUB meeting. However, final nomi
nations as well as elections will take
place Monday.

Write for news
Call Greg x5241

Ok-Soon Dang was concerned when
she opened her semester bill for fall
1993. Dang received a Masters degree
in music here at MSC and returned in
fall 1992 for teacher certification. She,
alongw ithm anyotherstudents, learned
recently that MSC haschanged its policy
regarding graduate students. Post de
gree students formerly paid undergradu
ate prices for any such course taken
outside their academic major. In July of
1993, the Board of Trustees changed
that policy. Post degree students are
now charged graduate school prices for
all courses regardless of the class level.
This policy reflects the school’s be
lief that student status is the primary
method by which to assess tuition. Most
institutions of higher education have
adopted this type of policy for graduate
programs.
Dang believes that it is unfair to have
post BA students pay double tuition
($142.80 versus $71.40) for undergradu
ate level courses.
Dr. Rosenblum, vice president for
educational advancement, states, “'The
difference between undergraduate and
graduate tuition does not reflect a dif
ference in cost but rather a difference in

the degree to which the state o f New
Jersey is subsidizing undergraduate and
graduate students.”
He elaborated that there has been a
considerable decrease in funding and
the Board of T ru ste e s’ primary obliga
tion is to subsidize undergraduate stu
dents working on their first degree, al
though the school is still fully aware of
the obligation that it has to its graduate
students.
In many cases, post degree students
in undergraduate courses are assigned
additional work and evaluated by higher
standards than other students. Dang,
however, contends that her 100 - 300
level courses yielded her the same work
load and academic standards as the un
dergraduate students.
It should also be noted that some of
the services offered to undergraduates
are not available to post degree stu 
dents. For example, graduates are not
eligible for any o f the services offered
by the Student Government Associa
tion. Many students find this unfair.
Graduate tuition, however, does not
include many of the fees paid by under
graduates, namely the SGA fee.

iv io is r r
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The Anatom y ofthecitibank
Classic card: a body of services and peace of
mind for students, now with N o Annual Fee. For years, scientists could
only theorize about the Citibank Classic Visa® card, unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal surface (i.e. the plastic).
Surely the highly intelligent services were evidence of an advanced brain. But with the latest advances in x-ray technology, and when the
light could catch the various parts just so, it was confirm ed: the Citibank Classic Visa card is head to toe more evolved than ever imagined.
H At its backbone are 3 services to cover the purchases you make on the card.
Starting at the Lower Costal Spine, we see Citibank P rice Protection can
assure you o f the best price. All you have to do is discover the same item
advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the
difference up to $150'. Along the Oops-It-Slipped Disc, Buyers Security"
can cover those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90

Monarch Notes® Version: With your

days from the date of purchase1; an d Citibank Lifetime W arranty" allows

purchases covered, no annual fee, and

one to extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years2. So if you ever buy a Walkman, a stereo,

a low rate, the Citibank Classic Visa

whatever, it will be reassuring to know that Citibank can bend and be flexible while still lending support. 1 T he backbone is then

card will go easy on your Nervous

connected to the cranium or headbone. Look at the bottom of the page. The Citibank Photocard has the head of the cardholder, as well

System. C all 1 -8 0 0 -C IT IB A N K

as his or her own signature, right on the front. That way, it will help prevent fraud. It will also make a good form o f ID, since you get to

(1 -8 0 0 -2 4 8 -4 2 2 6 ), e x te n sio n 19.

Scientists theorize that the mind o f the Citibank Classic Visa cardmember (Fig A)
is secure because it receives superior service, the m ind o f the non-Citibank Classic
l isa cardmember (F ib B) is not secure because—could it be1—it has a screw loose7

choose your own photo. H But what about the Nervous System? The fact is, it doesn’t have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain.
What it has is the Very Calm System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntary muscle called the Extendus
Anewcardeus activates the L ost Wallet” Service which can replace your card usually within 24 hours. 1 As suspected, there’s another
involuntary muscle: the heart—a beating and caring heart, big enough to give students special discounts and savings. You’ll receive a $20
Airfare D iscount on domestic flights’; savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest
rate of 15.4%4; and. No Annual Fee. (In other words, the card itself doesn’t cost a forelimb and a hindlimb.) 1 Naturally the heart of the
Citibank Visa card pumps life and personalized customer service into all its parts. 24 hours a day. So no matter what the question you
might have concerning your card, you need only call the 800 number. You’ll find Citibank has a neck they are eager to stick out for
you. They will always lend an ear. Or a hand. They will keep an eye

CITIBANK

out for you. They will put their best foot forward. Etc. 11 So call to apply.

C L A S S I C

You don’t need a job or a cosigner. And call if you’d like your photo

'W iik iA
added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number is
1-800-C ITIB A N K (1-800-248-4226), extension 19. H If we take an

*U28 0012 3<iSfe

UHU) room
overview o f the whole body of services that make up the Citibank
Classic Visa card, and consider that it will facilitate building a credit
history, then you must shake a leg, flex your index finger and call today.

otm

MWWHOttOitTS

Q i/* i/9 7 cv

LINDA
WALKER
—
w

*8® n

VISA

sw

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

Certain conditions and exclusions apply Please a ter to your Sum m ary of Additional Program Information Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK
Limited. C ertain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company Service hie expectancy varies by product and is at least the
minimum based on retail industry data Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information ‘(jiffer expires 6/30/94 M inimum ticket purchase
price is $100. Rebates are lor Citibank student cardmcmbers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. *The Annual Percentage Rate (A PR| for purchases is 15.4% as of 1/94 and may
vary quarterly The APR for cash advances is 19.8% If a finance charge is imposed, the m inim um is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge for each cash advance
transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction: however, it will not be less than $2 00 or greater than $10.00 Monarch® Notes are published by Monarch
Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company Used by permission of publisher. ©1994 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A Member FDIC.
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POLICE REPORT
On F e b . 28 a car was broken
into in L ot 28. T h e door locks
and ignition were b ro k en . T h e re
arc no su sp ec ts at
this tim e.
On Feb. 26 a cat
window was broken
in Lot 22. T here arc
no suspects at this
time.
A wallet was sto
len out of a locker in
Panzer gym while
the o w n er was
swimming. Police
have no suspects at
this time.
A wallet stolen
earlier in the se
mester was recovered by
police in Panz.er gym Feb 28 in the
men’s locker room.
T he theater rooms in the base-

m ent of Life Hall were broken into on
Feb. 26. Police arc not sure what exactly
was stolen.
On March 1 a campus
officer on routine patrol
found graffitii on the
north east doorsof Build
ing B and the north west
door of Calcia Hall.
On Feb. 28 a trash can
caught fire near F reeman
Hall.
On Feb. 23 a student
slipped on ice in Lot 30
hurt her back.
On Feb. 28 a male
was reportedly looking
in to windows at the
C lo v e a p a r tm e n ts .
C am pus Police found a
m ale walking on U pper M ountain Av
e n u e who fit th e description. No
charges were filed.

Egg Donors Are Needed
The Diamond Institute is Looking For
A Few Very Special Women.
In the past few years a process called “Donor Egg” has made

SY7.4 legislature MibeCrude/espeakingat a rrcent SGA meeting. Crude/ is also unhappy with
the AGA Executive Hoard.

SG A le g isla to rs upset
o v er treatm en t from
Execu tive board

the miracle of pregnancy and having a much wanted baby
possible for thousands of couples who were formerly consid

by Glenn Steinberg

ered “infertile". The procedure involves taking an egg from a

During the Feb. 9 SGA meet
ing, SGA President James Cotter
accused a legislator of helping the
defendants in a judicial hearing.
T ania Lepe, a legislator of the
SGA, was accused by Cotter of
helping Tau Phi Beta Fraternity
plan out their case.
According to a speech delivered
on Feb. 16 by Lepe, the outburst
occurred when T e d Pisarczyk,
m em ber of Tau Phi Beta, asked
either for a ruling or a better reason
on why Pete Kazella, also an SGA
legislator, was rejected to be a juror
on one of the judiciary boards by
Cotter.
Lepe said the reason Cotter de
clined having Kazella on the Judi
cial Court is because C otter said
that Kazella will probably “show
up drunk.”
W hen Pisarczyk asked for a bet
ter reason, Cotteryclled about how
L epe should be taken off of Judi
cial Court because, according to
three anonymous sources, she was
helpingTau Phi Beta plan out their
case.
L epe denies helping T au Phi
Beta plan out their case, stating
that even if she wanted to, there
was nothing she could have done.
She does agree though that she was

female donor, fertilizing it “in vitro" (out of the body) with
sperm taken from the husband, and implanting the resulting
embryo into the uterus of the woman trying to become preg
nant. We are seeking women of all ethnic & racial back
grounds between the ages of 20 to 34.
Your Donated Eggs Can Help Create the Miracle of Life for
Couples Who Couldn't Otherwise Conceive.

Donors Will be Paid $2000 Per
Procedure
For more information call 1 - 8 0 0 - 9 9 2 - 8 9 4 1 Between 10AM-4PM

ST U D E N T F IT N E SS
MEMBERSHIPS
• FREE WEIGHTS
• AEROBIC CLASSES
• TREADMILLS
•STAIR CLIMBERS
• EXERCISE BIKES
•ROWERS
' WHIRLPOOLS

30 D A Y S f o r ju s t

(with College I.D.)

USE OF FACILITIES 7 DATS PER
WEEK
10 LOIG TERM COMMITMEIT
CLEAR SPACIOUS LOCKER
ROOMS AID WORKOUT AREAS

227-4000

speaking with Pisarczyk, but only
about the length of the case and
w hen it was going to be over.
“ I have sincerely apologized over
a hundred gazillion tim es, but I’ll do
it again. Tania, you are an excellent
legislator and from now on, ignore
anything stupid I say. Most people
do anyway,” Cotter said.
Lepe said she can’t accept Cotter’s
apology because she really looked
up to him and he hurt her.
“ Unfortunately, nothing can take
away the hurt 1 feel inside,” Lepe
said.
L epe acknowledged that there is
really nothing she could do and that
she is kind of helpless.
“T his is getting kind of silly now.
I m ean, even my m other doesn’t
give me this kind of guilt,” Cotter
said.
M ike Crudele, another legislator
is somewhat displeased with the Ex
ecutive Board as well. “Everybody
should know where their place is
within that governmental body. The
legislature should be able to guide
itself instead of having the Execu
tive Branch hold its hand all the
tim e,” Crudele also said,“Basically
what we have is a lack of checks and
balances between the legislature and
the Executive Branch and we need
th em .”

YOGI BERRA S FITNESS & RACQUETBALL CLUB
333 FAIRFIELD BUSINESS CAMPUS, BOUTE 46 VEST, FAIRFIELD, NI 07004
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THE COLLEGE STORE
WILL BEGIN RETURNING
UNSOLD TEXTBOOKS ON

HIRCH7

PLEASE PURCHASE
ANY NEEDED TEXTS

MEMBERSHIP
HAS
ITS
PRIVILEGES
Consider TheQ$) Experience!
Applications available NOW in all Residence Halls and Clove Road
Application Deadline March 10,1993
O

u

Requirements

•E C g

Compensation

2 .0 GPA/Sophom ore Status or Above
Single Room at a Double Room Rate
Strong Leadership Skills
14 Meal Plan W aiver Stipend
Interest Meeting will be held in Bohn Hall on March 9 ,1 9 9 4 at 7 :3 0 P.M.
M ONTCLAIR STATE-OFFICE O F RESIDENCE LIFE
MONT
»
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Weekend
Classes during
Spring Break

O |S*M ( anon U.S.A.. Ins

[XÌS is j registered trademark nf Microsoft ( Corporation. StarWriter and Rubble let are trademarks of ( anon Ins

due to snow
SPRING BREAK BASH!!
This Saturday

By Sheila Patnode

Noon - ?

Weekend college students will have
to attend classes during the last w eek
end of spring break, March 25, 26 and
27, in order to m ake up classes that were
cancelled during the semester due to
inclement weather.
Weekend classes, which meet once a
week between Friday night and Sun
day afternoon, were cancelled Friday,
Jan. 28 and Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
Feb. 11-13.
T he decision to cancel classes was
m adebyM SC President, Dr. Irvin Reid,
Vice President for Administration and
Finance, Thomas Auch and Provost and
Vice President of Academic Affairs, Dr.
Richard Lynde.
According to Lynde, the state re
quires that there be 15 weeks in a se
m ester. Losing two Friday classes
caused weekend students to fall short of
the requirement. Lynde also said that
weekend faculty members, a large num 
ber of which are adjuncts, had requested
a time that weekend classes could be
made up.
“I’m glad they rescheduled for the
sake of the students,” said Dr. Byung
Min, who teaches classes on Saturday
mornings. “Out of 18 students in my
class, only one said she had a problem
making the class. I will help the stu
dents out with this.”
“Losing one weekend class is equal
to losing a full w eek of another class,”
said John Sanz, director of W eekend
College. “Students can tell professors
of prior arrangements and they will be
more than understanding.”
Sanz also said that out of 40 w eekend
instructors, only two had approached
them saying there would be a problem
with the rescheduling. “T he professors
have some flexibility in choosing dates
that are convenient to them and the
students.”
In a memo to the campus com m u
nity, Lynde requested all academic sup
port units, such as maintenance, the
cafeteria and the library to provide the
services which would be provided on a
normal weekend. He said that there is
likely to be some cost to the college but
exact figures have not been determined.
Marjorie Coleman-Carter, director of
Residence Life, said that 16 dorm stu
dents are effected by the decision and
that those students are currently being
polled in order to establish their hous
ing needs.

Riverside Park

V

.
f \mr

- Live Music
- BAR-B-QUE
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Right now, our personal word processors
come with extra characters.
or a lim ited time, when you buy a Canon StarWriter™ personal
word processor, you get three free disks filled w ith more than
200 clip a rt illustrations, holiday art and borders w hich you can
use for all your very serious projects (yeah, right).
But, the StarWriter is perfect for producing m ore impressive
class assignm ents, too. It has 5 built-in fonts. And w ith Canon s
patented n o n im p a ct Bubble Jet™ printing, the StarW riter prints on
plain p aper with laser-like quality while hardly m aking & sound.
W h at’s more, the StarW riter 85 and 70 even im port DOS*
docum ents from a PC com puter.
Check into Canon’s StarW riter today. And take advantage of
the free clip art offer by using this coupon. For m ore information,
call 1-800-4321-HOP.

FREE clip
art disks
worth $40.

F

Sheet feeder standard on StarWriter 8S. optional on StarWriter 70 and StarWriter 60.

StarWriter 60

StarWriter *5

To get three free StarWriter d ip art disks, complete
all the information below and mail the completed
form along with the original StarWriter sales receipt (for StarWnter models 6Q. 70
or SSI dated between March 1. 1994 and May 31. 1394 and the UK! code from
the top of the box to: Canon StarWriter Clip Art Giveaway, PO Box 9346,
Farmingdale, NY 11735-9346

' • ' V

Name_
Address _
Phone No.

City___

-State

_Zip .

All claims must be postmarked and received no later than June 14, 1994. Forms
valid only when accompanied by required documentation. Please allow 8-10
weeks for delivery. For locations nearest you, call 1-800-4321-HOP,

C ano n
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Fellowurchins

§

Fund

the

No T a x H ik e f b i ^ ! 0 i e r E d u c a t i o n \

|

F A C T S O N T H E H IG H E R E D U C A tW n B U D G E T ^
IM P A C T O N J * 0 D E p K A ftt) C O L L E G J
GOV. W HITM AN* $93.9 MILLION (Æ Î TO THE HIGHER E ^ y C A I lf N BUDHET IS AN ATTACK
OUR EDUCATION AND THE FUTURE OF OUR STA1

•Double digit tuition increases (between In and ^ p ercen t)

expected to make up the difference (According to the Board ^J£J£fficr Education Proposed budget, "if

adequate public funds are not available to support institution|||hudgets...then tuition levels will have to rijfsignifica£ilg£li^rcserve the current quality of services and
program" p. 28).

•New Jersey alreadjipis the fourth highest public education cost& i the nation (As documented by the^FT/AFL-CJO NJ Council of State College !
Higher Education illNew Jersey, Shifting Costs to Students, p. 21 j

•Financial Aid will not cover all eligible stud» ofk nor will TAt' & V F be protected from cuts (The l<HF forwarded plans to th^Legislature for "distributing FY ’95
TAG funds if the amount approprn||d is insiiP lent for o i l a w r j l o all eligible applicants,” m inutm BH l^^ftting

•Current and future students will tfiforced out of schools ("the h ig £ r education department predicte^he cutRPould still result in ar

decrease of about

1,950 students in the co^ pW fT J^ ollege^ ^ iom e News, 2/21/92, A]

•The cut will irreparabUeimmage the accessibility and qualit^of (^ ^ u H ^ iig U |P H |t a tio n

Chai?^Q|r's ResponW ^y* iscal ChallenriBTin the 1990's lists

variables that coi.»d bi changed indpmng "raise tuition and fees; reduce pro^pams, activij^prtu^ioMN or services; defer expenditur^where j^pRble; reduce or
eliminate contingency funfWtFii« . f vimdlments," p. 4,2/23/94).

•Colleges will be closed and p ro n im s will be slashed (In his memo to the Presidents of colleges and universities, the Chancellor stated that "it would be necessary for
institutions to...close major programs and/or schools," p. 1,2/14/94).

For Info on what your SGA is gonna do about it,
CALL 6 5 5 - 4 2 0 2 . Ask for Kristin DiNovi, Appetite or any
members of External Affairs to find out how YOU can get in
volved. O r stop in the office - Rm 1 0 3 Student Center A nnex.
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STUDIO THEATRE SERIES

—

T H E M A G IO o r

Department of Broadcasting, Speech Communication,
Dance and Theatre
presents

THE RIMERS OF ELDRITCH

To W O R K F O R YOU

March 8, 9, 10, II, 12 at 8pm
March 13 at 2pm

Don’t m iss
my interviews
for Sum./Fall
1994!

in the
STUDIO THEATRE
located in the Speech Building
Call (201) 655-5112 for ticket information

Montclair
Slate

College

HELP WANTED
Administrative Assn't
Orthopaedic Surgeon-Clifton
Full time and Part-Time positions
Duties: Scheduling for Hosp. Surgeries,
Patients, Seminars, Insur., Etc.
Will Train-High G.P.A. preferred
Excellent Starting Salary

Call: 201*472#9100

4 / 0 0 + M f t W O W A lu m n i k a o w tf c e a b o v e la tr u e !

1

DISNEY IS COMING TO M SC...M AR. 14 BE T H ER E!!! J j
11A.M. RM.419 STU .C EN . YOU M UST BE P R E S E N T TO
OBTAIN AN INTERVIEW - FOR INFO C ALL X7073 O R 4426J

FREE ADMISSION!

CLUB is a Class 1 Organization os the SGA
M

c w

r
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Schlesinger Speaks

Cam pus C alendar

by Joan Petrocelh
Scholar Arthur.Schlesingcraddrcssed
MSC with his speech “ I he Disuniting
of A m erica: R e fle c tio n s on a
Multicultural Society” on Tuesday.
Using the ethnic war in Yugoslavia
and other countries in racial turmoil as
examples, Schlesinger said that “with
the death of communism tribal instincts
are coming back,” m eaning more people
arc identifying with each other by band
ing together in their own ethnic groups.
He stressed that this greatly concerns
the United States because it is the only
country that has so m any different
groups and lacks one main ethnicity.
Schlesinger said that many experts
said a society like the U.S. couldn’t
exist but it has succeeded “over two
turbulent centuries.” Americans band
together to live under the motto “ E
Plurabus Unum ” which means “one out
of many.” Therefore, it is dangerous
when groups begin to segregate them 
selves in order to denounce the m elting

pot of the U.S., because then, according
to Sch lesi nger, they begi n to reverse the
motto “E Plurabus U num ” into “many
out of one.”
Schlesingerw enton todenounce rac
ism as “the curse that contradicts the
ideals of America and is crippling the
American way of life.”
“T h e respect for the diversity of
people is essential,” he said.
Schelsinger concluded that national
cohesion is fragile and that Americans
must adopt the “w e’re all in the same
boat together” mentality in order to
succeed. He said that Americans only
have to look to Bosnia to see where
separation and ideas of superiority lead.
“We have miles to go before we sleep,
miles to go before we sleep,” Schlesinger
said.
Arthur Schlesinger has been the re
cipient of two Pulitzer Prizes and he
also served as Special Assistant to John
F. Kennedy.

Tonight
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Conference: "Diversity in Teaching," Student C enter.
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. W arm-up Suit Sale, Panzer Gym.
3 p.m. Art Forum Lecture: Donna Bonavita, Calcia Auditorium.
4 p.m. Memorial Service: For Jose Kendcrish, Costum e Shop, Life
Hall.

Friday
9 a.m. -4 p.m. Conference: "Diversity in reaching," Student C enter.

Sunday
11 a.m. Mass, Kops Lounge.
6:30 p.m. Mass, Newman C enter.

M onday
5 p.m. Lecture: "General and Special Education in Slovakia: T h e
Influence of Vygotskian Theory" by Marina Mikulajova, New Building,
room 178.

Tuesday
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Mobile Mammagraphy Service, parking lot 16. Fee: $79.
To schedule an appointm ent call (201) 831-5200.
7 p.m. - 10 p.m. One-Act Play: "...And Nothing But the Truth," S tudent
Center Ballrooms.

Wednesday
5 p.m. Lecture: "The Influence of Communism on Childcare, careers
and Women's Lives: A Personal Perspective," N ew Building, room 417.
8 p.m. Theater: "The Rimers of Eldritch," Tickets: $2 for cam pus
community, senior citizens, and alumni, $4 general admission.
Do you have an event that you would like listed in the Campus Calendar? Get it to
us by the Friday before publication and it w ill be in the next issue o f the M ontclarion!

TH E
Social
3/3 A ß and Alpha Chi Rho mixer
3/3 AIS and TKE mixer
3/3 QKX and ZBT mixer
3/9 £££ and AKV mixer
Fundraising
AQ is selling raffle tickets
A1E is selling raffle tickets for a spring
break cooler
AK'P is selling spring break t-shirts
A^>E is selling raffle tickets
4>££ is selling raffle tickets for Five free
tans for spring break
Philanthropy
3/4 U.G.C. is doing community service
with the Red Cross

Dr. Arthur Schlesinger spoke to the M SC community on l uesday.

MONT
C IA R IO N

Rush Events
3/3 £Ad> is having a Pot Luck.
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MSC Celebrates the
Feminine Side

-

Tuesday, M arch 1

M onday, M arch 14

F l a q -R aisinq AND
P r e s id e n t ’ s P r o c l a m a t io n
Irvin D. Reid, President,
Montclair State
12:00 Student Center Quad

“ In T h e N a m e o f T h e
Wom an”
A play about women
throughout history
Cresented by the
una Stage Company
7:00 Student Center
Ballroom A

O ne H u n d r e d W o m en
P sy c h o lo g ists
The Women's Heritage Exhibit
12:00 - 3:00 Student Center
Ballrooms B and C
P r e s id e n t ’ s R e c ep tio n f o r
W o m e n A u t h o r s and
A rtists
2:00 - 3:30 Humanities and
Social Sciences Building
Tuesday, M arch 8

M obile M a m m o g r a p h y
S ervice
Chilton Memorial Hospital
Mobile Mammography Unit
8:00 - 4:00 Parking Lot 16

President Reid loots on.
movement still has a long way to go,”
Ficke said.
Although there are some events on
the calendar that are clearly targeted for
women, Ficke believes that the major
ity of programs will be of interest to both
m en and women. For example, the one
act play on sexual harrassment presented
by T he New Jersey Women’s T heater
Cooperative on March 8, will deal with
issues both men and women need to
understand.
According to Lisa Cacciola, a gradu
ate assistant that works at the Women’s
Center, the event that is certain to draw
the biggest crowd is the program led by
Sally Jessy Raphael. Cacciola said that
she has recieved a large numberofphone
calls from people off campus who are
interested in her visit to
MSC. T h e talk show host
will head “M eeting the
WILLOWBROOK MALL,
Challenge: Women in M e
V W AYN E, NJ 785-1888
dia,” on March 29.
President Irvin D. Reid,
who was present at the flag
raising ceremony, stated in
a proclam ation,’’Women
ALL N EW SOUND SYSTEM OVER 1500 SO N GS
have enhanced ourcampus
ZIMA PARTY FREE PRIZES & GIFTS
community with invaluable
leadership and intellectual
achievements. In recogniz
ing their numerous contri
butions, Montclair State
reaffirms it’s commitment
to provide them with equal
educational
and employ
O N E M AN, ONE GUITAR, ONE GOOD TIME
ment opportunities.”
O th e r sponsors o f
W omen’s History Month
activities include the Dean
of SUSS, Honors Program,
Institute for the Humani
ties, Latin America C on
ference, LASO, Vice Presi
dent
for Academic Affairs.
IRISH STEW, CO RN BEEF & CABBAGE
All
events are free to the
$1 - GREEN BEER & MORE LIVE MUSIC
cam pus comm unity and

by Kathryn A. Dean
MSC, along with the rest of the coun
try, kicked off March as W omen’s His
tory M onth, this past Tuesday.
A guest appearance by Sally Jessy
Raphael will attract a diverse group of
people, said one of the sponscrs.
According to Joan C. Ficke, Director
of the W omen’s C enter which co-sponsors th e m onth’s e v e n ts with the
W om en’s Studies D epartm ent and the
office ofStudent A ctivities, many other
colleges are hosting events in celebra
tio n and reco g n itio n o f w om en’s
achievem ents but “M ontclair State has
one of the more elaborate programs.”
Though the programming will do a
great deal in recognizing wom en’s
struggles for equality, “the women’s

^

li/e ft.

March9th

“...A n d N o th in g B u t T h e
T r u th ”
A one-act play on sexual har
rassment presented by The
New Jersey Women’s Theater
Cooperative
8:00 - 10:00 Student Center
Ballrooms
W ednesday, M arch 9

T he In f l u e n c e o f
C o m m u n is m o n C h i l d c a r e ,
C a r e e r s a n d W o m e n ’ s L iv e s :
A P e r s o n a l P e r s p e c t iv e
Marina Mikulajova, Ph.D,
Faculty of Education, Comenius
University, Republic of Slovakia
12:00 Student Center Room 417

Tu esday, M arch 15

A R e a d in g B y T w o L atin a
Poets
Sandra Maria Estevas and
Luz Maria Umpierre
5:00 Building B Room 178
T h u rsd a y , M arch 17

Im a g e s o f P r e g n a n c y
a n d B irth in M ed ie v a l
A rt
Professor Pamela
Sheingorn, Art Historian,
Baruch College
5:00 C a ld a Fine Arts
Building Room 209
Tu esday, M arch 29
S ally J

essy

R aphael

'M eeting the Challenge:
W om en in M edia”
8:00 M em orial Auditorium
W ed n esd ay, M arch 30

A u t h o r R e c e p t io n a n d
B o o k S igning
Dorothy Cantor, author of
Women in, Power; The
SecrelsjííLeadersfiip: with
<
Psychological
Services
sychologlc
12:00 - 2:00 Student Center
Room 419

Campus Life needs writers!!!
Stop by th cM ontclarion
Student Center room 113
Ask for Heather.

V...............................................

...................................... J

DJ KARAOKE

RICH MEYER

ST.
PATRICK'S
ft!arch 1711!
DAY PARTY

M O N T
CLARION
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Artistic Expressions

by Michael Pachos
Four Walls, MSC’s literary magazine, held their second poetry reading of the
semester last Tuesday, at 8:00 p.m. in the Rathskcllar.
T h e majority of the works read were original pieces written by students of the
college. Many of the featured poems can be found in this semester's issue of Four
Walls.
T h e list of those who participated in the night’s readings included Darla Bruno,
Steve Struck, Christopher Miguel, Robert Siek and Victoria Caldes.
Poetry was not the only means of expression used on Tuesday night. Jerry
Perlinski and John Oakes, both members of the local band JesterC hest, performed
a few of their original songs. In addition to his performance, Perlinski also provided
musical accom panim ent for a few poets as they recited their pieces.
Siek, secretary of Four Walls, expressed positive feelings when asked about the
success of the event. “ It went well. It lasted longer and more people were eager to
read, “ Siek said.
Upcoming Four Walls events are currently in the planning stage, one of these
tentative projects is a Wall to Wall Art Expo, planned for some time in April. This
exhibition will consist of artwork which was submitted and published in the Four
Walls Literary Magazine. T his sem ester’s published issue o f FourWalls is scheduled
to be distributed May 9th.

Christopher Miguel was one o f many writers who read their work a t the lastpoetry reading.

___ Student Life____
woninfuu if rate
by Stephanie Raker
So here's another activity that you can occupy yourself with while
trapped within the confines of a dormitory on the campus of MSC.
W ander the halls like some kind of fascist enforcer and look for doors
with offensive decorations hanging on them. You know, anything with
bad words on it, any obscene photos or drawings, and for those of you
who wish to be religious nut fascist enforcers, any inverted crosses,
pentagrams, or crucifixes that don't have Jesus on them , all this stuff
must go. Cross it out with a big black marker, write your cries of protest
like "Your Crazy" (watch your grammar, it's important not to appear to be
an ignorant moron), or just rip all the offensive stuff right off the door.
Don't be shy, and don't worry about the U.S. Constitution or freedom of
expression or anything, because it's your job to impose your (superior and
correct) morals and values upon everyone else. T his may not be a very
original idea, as I've already experienced the righteous censorship of
Blanto Hall's resident fascist enforcers, but I thought it was an idea worth
passing on. Go ahead, get out there and oppress som eone today. Close
your mind. And dammit, don't throw stuff off the balcony.
What do you do to fill yourfree time when you are on cam pusf Do you have a story
to tell? We want to know. Bring your story to the Montclarion by the Friday before
publication and it w ill in the next issue o f the Montclarion!
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MSC Goes To Court
by Nicole R. Sanzio
On Thursday, February 24, 1994,
classmates of Daniel V ncnchak’s Simu
lated Legal Proceedings course placed
second in the finals of the N ew Jersey
State Bar Foundation’s M ock Trial
Competition.
T h e four-year old com petition is
sponsored by the bar foundation to pro
vide aspiring law students with practi
cal, hands-on experience of the opera
tions of law and court procedures, as
well as increasing the stu d en ts’compre
hension of the historical, ethical and
philosophical basis of the American jus
tice system.
In June of 1991, the Mock Trial Com
petition was named in honor of Vincent
J. Apruzzese, Esq., former chair of the
Foundation’s Public Education Com
mittee, in tribute to his am bitious en
deavors in promoting law related educa
tion throughout the state.
A team representing MSC, has par
ticipated in the competition since its
inception. T his year’s team , coached by
V n e n c h a k , a sole p ra c titio n e r of
Rockaway, and Barbara Sgro, Esq. of
the law firm of Young, Dim iero &
Sayovitz. Professor Avram B. Segall as
sisted the team this year and may be
assigned the position for the attorneycoach next semester. Dr. Marilyn Tay
lor, the Chair of the Legal Studies De
partment, made it possible for MSC to
be part of the Mock Trial.
Each team consisted of two parts, the
defense and plaintiff teams. T h e par
ticipants in comprising the defense team
were Joyce Smith, team captain, Kim
M azzei, N icole R. S an zio , C indy
McGeachen, and Luis Reynoso. The
p la n tiff tea m c o n sisted o f Anita
Hollowell, team captain, Constance
T hom as, Joan K ozeniesky, Nicole
Harmon, and Kathleen Shanley. The
MSC team competed against colleges,

su ch as Seaton H all U n iversity,
Princeton University, T ren to n State
College, and Rutgers University.
All of these teams were given by the
bar foundation, identical cases to fa
m iliarize them selves w ith. Having
been provided with the affidavits and
statutes, the teams were then expected
to develop a case.
T h e team spent over five months
preparing for the com petition, and it
certainly seemed to pay dividends—
the second place finish is the best by
an M SC team in the four-year old com
petition. Meeting two to three times
per week, the team developed strate
gies and honed their direct and cross
exam ination techniques, rehearsed
w itness testimony, and prepared both
opening and closing statem ents.
T h e teams were judged on their
performance in the court room, the
individual team’s prepared ness and ef
fectiveness, and on w hether the attor
neys m ade theirobjections proper and
tim ely enough. After rendering their
decision, the panel of judges provided
each team with feedback on how to
improve their performance and com
m endations for w ell-executed ele
m ents of their cases.
Although proud of their place in the
final standings, the MSC team s reaped
an experience that will last well after
the joy of winning fades. T h e partici
pants come away with a greater sense
of confidence and im proved leader
ship qualities, such as listening and
learning to think quickly on their feet.
T h e Simulated Legal Proceedings
course is offered every fall semester. If
you are interested in participating in
the course and com petition, contact
the Legal Studies D epartm ent at 6554152.
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Hey Dude!!!
fry Greg MacSteemey
The second Annual D eepher Dude
C ontest, sponsored by Delta Phi Kpsilon Sorority, was held on Thursday in
the Student Center Ballrooms to raise
m oney for Cystic Fibrosis. The event
had 10 contestants from different MSC
organizations compete in five different
categories for 1994 D eepher Dude
Crown.
T h is year’s winner, from Alpha Chi
Rho Fraternity, Terry Hogan won by a
slim margin over the two runner ups.
Receiving 200 points from the panel of
five judges, Hogan received flowers,
the D eepher Dude crown, a first place
trophy and a dinner at T h e Alexus Steak
House with the entire sorority, said the
organization and “ m aste rm in d ” of
D eepher Dude, Angelina Chillcmi.
“All of the contestants did a great job
and they were all soclose,” said Chi llemi.
“T h e best part about it was that it was all
for a good cause.”
First runner up, Ed Torres from Delta
Kappa Psi Fraternity, received 199
p o in ts and second ru n n e r up, Jay
Caravcllo who was sponsored by Sigma
Delta T au Sorority, received 198 points
in a “very close vote,’ Delta Phi Epsilon
sister, Valerie Bellardini.
T ick ets cost $3 in advance and $4 at
the door and all of the proceeds went to
Cystic Fibrosis except for $100 that went
to the DJ and the money that was spent
on the prizes, Bellardini said.
“T h e DJ gave us a break because he
knew it was for a good cause,” said

Chillcmi. "Everyone
was very helpful. It
was a great success.”
T h e contestants
were judged in five
different categories
starting with “ MSC
W ear." In this c a t
egory the contestants
wore MSC apparel to
show their spirit for the
school. Following the
first category, the con
testants competed in
the talent category, a
one question in te r
view, formal wear and
a cheer off where each
organization
was
judged on their spirit The girls of DeUn Phi Epsilon Sorority.
for their contestant.
Wisniewski from Delta Kappa Psi Fra
Each contestant also filled out an ternity crowned Hogan duringthe award
application describing their hobbies, ceremony.
dream date, personal uniqueness and
The other contestants were Sam
why they wanted to be Deepher Dude. Martivoch who was co-sponsored by
T h e five judge panel was made up of Delta Chi and T ri Sigma, Owen Bonner
Dr. Snypes, the acting dean of student who was sponsored by Theta Kappa
affairs, two Delta Phi Epsilon sisters Chi, JamesThelm an fromTau Phi Beta,
from William Paterson College and two Kirt Montanye who was sponsored by
from Kean College.
Phi Sigma Sigma, Keith Glober from
Each judge voted on each contestant the baseball team, Gary Pankewietz who
in each event on a scale from one to ten was sponsored by Alpha Iota Chi and
with ten being the highest.
Rich Renee who was sponsored by Al
During the intermission, Jeff Jordan pha Omega.
from Z-100 radio was there to hand out
Sigma Delta Phi Sorority was not
C D ’s and T-shirts.
able to attend due to a sisterhood event
Last year’s D eepher Dude, Steve but did donate a check to the fundraiser.

“It was a good time and everybody
performed well,” said Hogan, “It’s al
ways been a dream of my parents for me
to win a title with the word ‘ D ude’ in it.
“I’d like to thank my fraternity Alpha
Chi Rho for their support and Delta Phi
Epsilon for the opportunity to win this
event,” said Hogan.
“I had a lot of fun back stage hanging
out with the other contestants," said
Torres, “I’ve gotten a lot o f ‘good vibes’
from the ladies and my brothers cheer
ing made me feel like a million bucks.”
“T his really shows how important
Greek unity is on campus. T his event
was a great success for everyone,”
Chillemi said.

FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION 1994-95

PRIORITY

FILING DEADLINE: MARCH 1,1994

IT S NEW! - THE RENEWAL APPLICATION
If you filed a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) for the 1993-94 academic year, you should have received a
new kind of federal student aid application - the Renewal Free Application for Federal Student Aid, designed to sim plify the
application process for 1994-95. The new form will allow you to update only that information which may have changed,
rattier than require y o u to fill out a w hole new application.

WHAT DOES THE RENEWAL APPLICATION LOOK LIKE?
The Renewal A pplication looks a lot like the green 1993-94 Student Aid Report (SAR) you received this year, but it will be
printed on while paper. It will also include an instruction booklet and envelope for mailing it back to the processor.

NOW THAT IT'S HERE. WHAT DO I DO WITH THE RENEWAL APPLICATION?
Essentially, you treat it like a new 1994-95 FAFSA. Carefully follow the instruction for com pletion, change th o se items which
need updating, and leave the others as they are.

WHEN CAN I SUBMIT THE RENEWAL APPLICATION TO THE PROCESSOR?
Just like an original FASA, you may file this form any time after January 1. 1994. We strongly encourage all stud en ts to file
the Renewal A pplication by March 1, 1994 to ensure compliance w ith our deadline.

WHAT IF I DIDN’T RECEIVE A RENEWAL APPLICATION BEFORE JANUARY 1.1994?
Not to worrv' If vou have not received a Renewal Application by the end of the holiday break, com e by the Financial Aid
Office and pick up a regular 1994-95 FAFSA. The same applies if you misplace the one sent to y o u . Duplicate Renewal Appli
cation s are not available. The processor will accept either form. However, d o n ’t send both in — just submit one or the othe
by th e priority deadline date.

WHAT IF I DID NOT APPLY FOR FINANCIAL AID IN 1993-94 BUT WANT TO APPLY FOR AID IN 1994-95?
Come to the Financial Aid Office in C-321 of College Hall. Pick up a 1994-95 FASA and instruction sheet. Be certain to com 
plete and file the FAFSA by March 1, 1994.
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Southern

Exp o su re

by Anthony O'Donnell
As Michael O ’ Leary wrote in last week’sMontclanon.
“Americans love the victim.” This is understandable in
a country where a belief in some abstraction of equality
contrasts with real differences of fortune and where we
are too often encouraged to resent those who arc better
off than ourselves. Where inequality exists, many be
lieve, an adjustment should be made in favor of the
disadvantaged and in a manner most suited to his conve
nience.
It’s a troublesome tendency in political life but an
understandable temptation. T here’s a kind of infantile
helplessness in all of us that make it very hard to resist
any opportunity to
blame our failure on
someone else. We
will even appropri
ate the suffering of
others to express
some sense of our
victimization. Don’t
we all have a reser
voir of sympathy for
the underdog, don’t
we all suffer vicari
ously for victims of
perceived 1 fair
ness?
C o n v e rs e ly ,
while we idealize the
“victim” forourpurposes, we demonize the “oppressor.” This is the discreditable em otion th at N ietzsche characterized as
“ressentiment”: the pathetic hatred of the weak-spirited
for the strong.
A neat example of this spiritual deformity can be seen
among members of an ethnic group which would per
haps be thought an unlikely breeding ground for selfstyled victims: Irish Americans.
Indeed they are generally very vigorous and indepen
dent sort. Having escaped tyrannous obstacles in the Old
World they’ve shown an energetic capacity for success in
the New. But having long suffered victimization, many
of their number cannot now seem to wean themselves of
its bittersweet flavor.
I was reminded of this recently when I watched an
advertisement for a program on the conflict in Northern
Ireland on ABC TV. Toward the end of the ad a logo
appeared on the screen. It was a shamrock, the upper
most leaf of which was heart-shaped and red. After a
moment a British flag appears above, falling like a
headsman’s axe into the cleft of the heart. It strikes, and
the heart breaks in two.
This is a fair symbolic representation of the cartoonish
understanding many Irish-Americans have of the con
flict. To them it’s a simple romance of good vs. evil: the
nasty “English” invaded Ireland and the Irish want them
out. What business do the English have being in Ireland,
for heaven’s sake!
Many Americans see the IRA as the fighting force of
Ireland against this occupation and thus tend to confuse
the Irish Republican view with that of all Irish. If you in
any degree identify yourself as Irish you are expected to
take the perceived Irish side and accept the supposed
Irish interpretation of the conflict. Symmetrically, you
are expected to be against the “English” and the “E n
glish” view.
A trip to New York City on March 17th would confirm

M A I N

Too many Irish
cryin1in their beer
l/q h : â ir tm e
this. Hordes of Irish-Americans, most of whom lack a
basic familiarity with Irish history, will be seen com
menting emotionally against the “English” presence in
Ireland and in favor of the “freedom fighters” of the IRA.
If one works at it, one might find a better informed or
sufficiently indifferent person with whom todiscussjo/yo
voce points critical of the IRA. But no one dares say such
things aloud for fear of being thought unpatriotic, politi
cally incorrect or simply un-Irish.
Plenty of Irish Republican propagandists will be at
hand toexploitthe touchinggullibility oftheir American
cousins. Some will be cynical manipulators, others sin
cere people made
myopic and vicious
by their fanaticism.
But both will pass
off as the Irish point
of view interpreta
tions which would
be controversial to
say the least in
Dublin.
There isn’t room
here to adequately
address the miscon
ceptions of the view
w hich inspired
ABC’s pandering
ad and which in
flames the hearts of
St. Patrick’s Day revellers, but a few points might be
offered as a start.
First, the central conflict is not between Irish and
English but between Irish Catholics and Irish Protes
tants. T he British Army came in response to increasing
violence between factions of these camps.
Second, most Britons don’t give a damn about North
ern Iieland. It’s a burden they would gladly be rid of. If
the British tend to hate the IRA more than its Protestant
counterpart, it’s only because they’re more likely to be
harmed by the IRA. T o the extent that the Catholics of
Northern Ireland do have British enemies those en
emies are not among the English, but among a minority
of Scottish Protestants. Northern Irish Protestants are,
after all, more Scottish by ancestry than English, and
Glasgow is about the only place in Britain where anyone
could be found who takes Ian Paisley (the Protestant
demagogue) seriously.
Lastly, it may be worth noting that as a kind of
counterpoint to the British impact on Ireland there has
been a tremendous amount of Irish migration to Britain.
This means that far from the British being uniformly
hostile toward the Irish, many British are Irish in the
same way as Irish-Americans. So when an IRA bomb
explodes in London a victim’s name could easily be
Flanagan, Murphy or Lennon. And when a British sol
dier is shot in Belfast he could very well be Irish and
Catholic himself.
Irish-Americans would do well to stop dreaming of an
ideal Ireland like some paradise of kinsmen frozen in a
golden age. In the real Ireland of today, people of
different views and ancestry call themselves Irishmen
and generally live in peace. Perhaps they could learn to
do so in the North as well but the cause is not aided by
sentimental Americans who for the pleasure of wallow
ing in a little victimhood vilify an ally and give comfort to
assassins.

a S e c t'

The central conflict is n o t

between Irish a n d E nglish

b u t between Irish C atholics
a n d Irish P rotestants.
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Y o u b e tte i

Finally, students at MSC have been heard. After ti^usands
sity-bound items, the Field House received $20,000 rorth oft
For all students who do work out, it has been obvious the eo
vived in. But all that has come to an end. No more wring in c
chine. Now you will have your choice between the wo newer
back support attachments, so there are no excuses fa not usin
There are also other new machines in which to pmne your
pull-down machine, and a cable crossover machine which accc
On top of all this opportunity, a new floor in which :o workc
a completed Field House and a new tiled floor to go'i ith it. T
the appearance of the workout room, but makes it iwefcondi
health mongers.
The Montclarion staff supports these changes and appreciates
had previously been a crowded, unkept hole that had very feu
these and much more equipment, the students now iave an c
ously been very limited.
A side note: there has been a heightened ratio of'-oihen n<
MSC women have started to empower themselves b' taking c
more often. So all MSC men better get their bodies down to tl
women take over the new gym equipment.

E D I T O R I A L
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From The Left
By Frank Fleischman
Every election year, because candidates don’t want to talk
about homelessness, the declining industrial base and military
spending the American people hear how we arc going to win
the drug war. The drug war is like most wars: a way for
governments to keep the populace from thinking too much
about their country’s problems.
Now, there is a new fad in
society. A fad that promises to
be everything to everyone.
That fed ismind-drugs. 'Fhat’s
right If you don’t like your
personality, all you have to do
is take a pill and change it
'Hie most well-known of
these drugs is Prozac, an anti
depressant Although it isonly
sixty to eighty percent effec
tive, its producer, Eli Lilly &
Co. boasts $1.2 billion a year in
sales.
Someotherminddrugs are also popular. Ritalin isadrugthat
will help concentration. Dilatin, a drug usually prescribed for
epileptics, has proven to reduce stress in some people. People
whoareperfecdynormal,whohavenoseriousmental illnesses,
take these dmgs to “enhance” their personalities.
Whatundcrlyingmessage should weall lx; gettingfromdus
new fed? Very simple: that we Americans are still uptight and
insecure about ourselves and now we can take pills to change
ourselves.
There is a great hypocrisy here. Here is a “mind-altering”

The

The pharmacy
is open
drug that can help change your personality. However, mindaltcringdmgssuchasLSD.pslocybinandmcscalincarcillegal,
which goes to show you diat deeming one drug “legal” and
another “illegal” is a political decision.
Why is it that we Americans are so uptight about ourselves?
Is itourstradficadon system that makes “controllingemotion”
and “perfecuon” the orders of
the day? Is it peer pressure? With
attitudes like the ones I mendoned before, is it any wonder
why the suicide rate Is so high?
People are told to control their
emotions and people wonder
why there’s a such a high ulcer
rate in the United States. It’s not
a bad thing to try to make posidvechangesinone’sownlifebut
I think diere are healthier alter
natives to pill-popping.
For example, I am no trying Hatha yoga, both as a spiritual
and physical discipline. I am also studying Zen and other
spiritual rituals. These exercises help me to accept myself for
who I am, with all my flaws and imperfections.
Therefore, we can see how poindess our “drugwar” iswhen
one person is arrested for taki ngLSDandanotherperson takes
Prozac and they may both give the same effect However, the
real problem is clear, people in this country just can’t seem to
accept others for who they are, and, even worse, people can’t
accept themselves for who they are. It’s no sin to improve and
achieve, but it’s a sin not to accept yourself.

drug w a r

like m ost

w ars: a w ay fo r govern

m ents to keep the populace
fro m thinking

I

etter w ork!

heard. After tnusands of dollars being spent on frivolous univerived $20,000 vorth of brand spankin' new equipment,
las been obvints the extreme situation the Field House has sur1 No more wring in one line for the lonely, squeaky stair maietween the tro newer ones, as well as two new cyclers that have
no excuses fornot using them.
n which to pnne your body on. A Smith Machine for squats, a lat
'er machine vhich accommodates many aerobic tasks,
floor in which :o workout on has been installed. Yes, now MSC has
;d floor to go i'ith it. This new decorative idea not only cleans up
it makes it mire§conducive for even the most non-disciplined of

hanges and appreciates the overdue attention. The Field House
hole that had very few aerobic facilities. But with the induction of
itudents novdave an opportunity opened to them that had previ-

;ned ratio of women noticed at the gym since last year. It seems
themselves to taking control of their health and hitting the gym
their bodies down to the Field House and work out before MSC
ent.

M

By IVish Barker
Well, here it is, Monday morning, and I’m late with
my article as usual. Yesterday, my fiance and I went out
to lunch and I said to him, “Oh, damn. I haven’t written
my newspaper article yet. Now I have to get opinionated
about something. Any ideas?” We sat in silence for about
10 minutes and concluded nothings.
This is not only astonishing, it’s downright scary. For
years, I’ve always been the most opinionated person I
know (with one or two exceptions, who shall remain
nameless). Now I have trouble caring about a lot of
issues, including the ones that are closest to me as a
woman. In the classes I have that allow for heated debate
on certain issues, I find myself utterly bored. Listening
to other people’s persecution complexes is much like
listening to a broken record, even if I can identify with
their experience.
Maybe I’ve heard it all too many times. I know that
beating an issue to death can be dangerous, precisely for
this reason. I remember watching films of the Holocaust
in my junior year of high school. I went to a Catholic high
school and the priest who showed us the films made us
watch the films, look at pictures and essentially talk
about the horrors of the Holocaust for the entire year. In
the beginning, everyone was sickened and horrified by
what they saw. By the end of the year, people were
yawning. Ho-hum. Just another Holocaust film. A lot of
people became irritated because they ceased to care
about the Holocaust. Familiarity breeds indifference
and apathy. Apathy may have been what allowed the
Holocaust to happen. Beating the issue to death only
brought about the result that Father Hugh was trying to

Wolf cries,"I'm
bored."
avoid.
Another problem with beating the issues mercilessly
is the “crying-wolf’ syndrome. It seems to me that
everyone is indignant and offended by some discrimina
tion against them. Some of the persecution may be real,
but in many people it is imagined. T he political correct
ness bullshit (excuse my language, but there’s no other
word for it) is a direct result of this, because people are
persecution-complex-happy. Often the credibility of a
minority group is ruined by those who take advantage of
their minority status; I have seen women cry “rape” after
willfully engaging in sex with someone who ditched
them the next day. I have a friend who supervises a large
number of people at a county facility and when one black
woman on the staff was repeatedly complained about for
her abusive behavior, there was nothing my friend could
do. When she confronted the woman, she was told by the
woman that if she reported her, she would call the
NAACP. T he administration backed down and let the
matter drop because they didn’t want to be labelled as
racist. People like this ruin the credibility of the group as
a whole and when there is a real issue at stake, people
think you’re just crying wolf. Sad, but true.
Maybe this is why I have trouble getting worked up
over “controversial” issues anymore. Or maybe I’m just
sick of sounding like a whining worrywart. In any case,
maybe the most important thing is this: it never pays to
get too worked up about your position on an issue,
because you may find later, to your embarrassment, that
you’ve changed your mind.
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Letters...

C a lle -in -E x ile

Don't believe in the
government's lies
Mr. Callc informs me that I have only two pages to
respond to the four page attack on me by Prof. Scipionc
(Montclarion, 2/17). I think this is grossly unfair, given
Calle’s attack on me (.Montclarion, 2/10) and the head
lines mocking me personally in both issues. The state
ments in this letter are not merely "My Opinion they hate
been proven by rigorous research. I’ll be glad to send a
copy of the fuller, five-page reply the Montclarion
refuses to print, including the evidencefor the statements in
this letter, to anyone who drops me a note c/o English
Dept., or phones x7305.
1. Atrocities in Vietnam: Scipionc is wrong on all
four points. (l)T h e hundreds ofcivilians butchered at
Hue in 1968 were killed by Americans, and blamed on
the North Vietnamese by the U.S. government (Por
ter, 1974). (2) Many books about U.S. atrocities exist,
but the only list I’ve seen of communist atrocities in
Vietnam (Pike, 1970) doesn’t even claim a single
communist atrocity the scale of My Lai. (3) Mass
m urder of U.S. civilians in Vietnam was “A m atter of
policy” (Newsweek's reporters), and a direct conse
quence of U.S. military operations such as Wheeler
Wallowa (1967, 10,000 civilians killed) and Speedy
Express (1968, over 5,000 civilians killed). (4) Ameri
cans murdered tens of thousands in the ‘Phoenix’
Campaign! As one intelligence officer told Congress
in 1971: “I never knew ... any detainee to live through
his interrogation... "They a ll died and the majority were
either tortured to death or things like their own helicopters."
‘Phoenix’ was equal to the worst Nazi atrocities.
2. Peasant rebellions against murderous landlords
had occurred in Asia for thousands of years. After
WWII, thanks to the strategy of mobilizing the poor to
fight for their rights, the communist-led peasant re
volts in China and Vietnam won for the first time in
history. T he peasants got the land; their standard of
living increased greatly. But the U.S. suppressed the
peasants in the Philippines and South Korea through
mass murder, so U.S. corporations could reap super
profits through cheap agricultural goods and raw ma
terials, and cheap labor from peasants driven off the
land and forced to work at subhuman conditions and
wages. U.S. Corporations stillprofitfrom these conditions
today, while exportingjobs and hiring U.S. workers. This is

what "protectingAsiafrom Communistdomination "means
in practice.
3 .1low can Scipionc lie that I “never invite him to
speak" to my course on the Vietnam War? He spoke to
that coursefo r four successiveyears! As for “balance”: (1)
I use, and respect evidence. Like anyone else, Scipionc
should study the research on the Vietnam War before
presuming to speak about it; (2) Paul, why not invite
me and other anti-capitalist speakers to your business
classes for “balance”? Take your own medicine!
It’s not just Scipione: We have all been duped by
government lies about U.S. foreign policy. Opposing
viewpoints are rarely permitted in the media and
school, where we are taught that propaganda is some
thing that happens to others. Not to us. It is painful to
recognize that we have been so lied to!
U.S. imperialism is as shameful as that of any
country in history. And it hurts you and me as well!
Moral. Don't be a suckerfor patriotism! Don 7 believe the
government's lies!
Grover Furr

Editor's Note:
It is the Montclarion s policy to limit the size of
letters -to- the- editor to two typewritten pages. This policy
was decided upon by the Editorial board at the beginning o f
the year.
Headlinesfound within the editorial section are written
by the section editor with the intent o f balancing serious
content with some humor.
Theeditor apologizesforany miscommunication; it was
not meant to be "mocking" or malicous.

TheMontclarion strives for fairness and accuracy in its news coverage. We
offer you an open forum to air your views. Your opinions are important to
us. Drop off your letters-to-the-editor and/or corrections in our office. Or
mail to:

The Montclarion
c/o Editorial Page Editor
Student Annex Rm. 113
Montclair Sate C ollege
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
Be sure to include your name, major/title, and telephone number.
Unsigned letters will not be used. Letters may be edited for brevity.
Write us and share your views with the campus. We are here to serve you.
MONT
C IA R IO N

By George C alle

...and he d id it
in under tw o
pages
The downing of four Serbian attack planes on Mon
day signalled that the U.S. and its allies were determined
to put a halt to Serbian agression in the Balkan conflict
that has continued almost incessantly for the better part
of the past two years. In the end, it was necessary for the
last remaining super-power, the U.S., to back the will of
the U.N. with its collective might.
The death and suffering that permeates the region
serves as a reminder to the global community that it has
yet a long way to go before it can successfully prevent
such human tragedy from occuringwithout requiring the
aid of the U.S.. T hat is, NATO’s action on Monday and
subsequent developments since then are a step in the
right direction, hut fall quite short of offering a catch-all
solution for avoiding similar bloodshed in the future.
With any such future conflict, it would, once again fall
upon the shoulders of the U.S. to back the international
will with the threat of U.S. force.
Clearly, the U.S. should strive to ameliorate any
situation where lives are being lost and/or where the
basic life-sustaining necessities are being denied apeople
and, to date, the U.S. has answered that call on many
occasions. Monday’s action in Bosnia made it clear that
it intends to continue to bear this responsibility.
However, when I flip through the pages of tbc Mont
clarion and I read about howa declining America “would
be a very good thing for all of us,” I wonder if the people
writing these things understand the role the U.S. plays in
the world today.
L et’s imagine for a moment, for the sake of the
misguided few, what the world would be like with a
weak United States of America.
For one, it would be a world in which the U.N. would
not only be more unable to take any meaningful action
but also one in which the U.N. would have to make due
without close to half of its operating budget which
amounts to what the U.S. presently contributes.
A world where WWII ended with T h e Third Reich at
the very least controlling only Eurasia and where the
Nazi atrocities continued to affect an ever-growing and
all-encompassing “inferior” race, belief and/or gender
until only “pure” Aryans roamed the continent and
ultimately the world.
Or no, maybe a world where the Soviets dominated,
one in which Stalin’s maniacal purges could have taken
place on aneven larger scale, if that ¡seven possible, than
they did. Chernobyl on every continent. Oh joy!
I low about a utopian world where no one dominates?
How nice.
Wake up! If there where no overwhelming force to
detract would-be aggressors, there would be agressors
everywhere! T hat spells out ANARCHY! That spells
out the Balkan conflict up to the moment the U.S. agreed
to step in.
We should all be a little more careful before we spew
out our vile LIFISand personal misrepresentations about
the role of the U.S. in today's world. I do not promote the
idea that the U.S. is infallible, I simply propose that it
remains this world's only real hope for relative stability.
To promote the downfall of the U.S. is to promote the
downfall of law & order in the world, as well.
So, you see, I do understand very clearly that it is not
a ''good thing for all of u s " if America were to decline.
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Letters...
No more war, no more
bloodshed
“No more war, no more bloodshed” is a call being issued
every morning on a radio station in Israel. But the war and
bloodshed continue as extremists on Iroth the Jewish and
Arab sides try to sabotage the peace agreement.
I am writing this article in response to Friday’s massacre
in Hebron. As do many other Jews and Israelis, I condemn
Goldstein’s attack. Although Goldstein felt frustrated by the
incident that happened the day before the attack, when
Arabs were jeering at Jews while they were praying, his
response was certainly inhumane and immoral.
When heard the news of the attack on F riday, I knew that
now Israel and all the Jews would automatically be blamed
and held responsible for the attack that was committed by a
single man. As I expected, in Monday’s New York Times,
several comments were made blaming all the Jews of Israel
when in fact neither the Israeli government nor the army and
anybody else knew anything of the attack until it happened.
'Ih c comments made by the outraged Arab population did
not surprise me as much as Mr. Arafat’s response. I at least
expected the PLO’s chairman to have more accurate infor
mation concerningthisattack, unfortunately, hedid not. Mr.
Arafat claims that a “gang of settlers” and “some elements of
the Israeli army” were involved in the killing, but this is
incorrect. So maybe Arafat is using this attack to have this
organization’s demands fulfilled. Demands such as sending
UN observers to the occupied territories to help protect
Palestinians, demands that the UN Security Council’s reso
lution reaffirm that Jerusalem is part of the occupied territo
ries, that all the Jewish extremists who are dangerous to the
Palestinians should not only be condemned and disarmed,
but also detained and restricted, and more. Also the PLO is
now asking for the release of more Palestinian prisoners, and
last but not least the Arabs feel now is the time to make the
Jewish settlements a priority on the agenda and to focus on
closing 144Jcwish settlements before die implementationof
the Peace Accord. These demands obviously imply that
Israel is to be held responsible.
Let’s not forget that there are also extremist Arab move
ments that are trying to sabotage the peace agreement
I lamas and Islamic Jihad are the two which are responsible
for several bloody attacks and killing ofjews since the Peace
Accord was signed. Ihc Israeli government knows by now
that when an act of killing takes place by Arabs it must be the
extremists among the Arabs and not the PLO, after all the
PI / ) signed an agreement. So why can’t the PLO and the
Arab world acknowledge the fact that Lrael was not respon
sible for this terrible bloodshed.' Ihc PI .0 has no control
over die I lamas organization and obviously cannot disarm
the Jewish extremists.
In their demand to simply close 144 Jewish Settlements,
it seems to me die Jewish extremists are not die only ones
who are being irrational. Just as it sounds absurd to dcjxirt
thousands of Palestinians out of the land of Israel, and deny
their rights for their land, it is equally absurd to remove
thousands of Jews from their place of birth, Judea and
Samaria and the Gaza Strip (the occupied territories).
This morningl was involved in aclass discussion concern
ing the massacre, when I heard a certain comment made by
several fellow students which upset me. The comment was
that the Israeli army could have prevented the attack since
amiy troops were near the mosque. "Ihis is not true!!! U you
take a look at the picture of the Cave of the Patriarchs in
today’s New York Times you will quickly understand that it
was nearly impossible to react to this attack in such a short
rime—the massacre was two minutes long. It is also important
to know the nature of the Israeli amiy. As a seargent in the
Israeli army, I know that the army would not have let such a

massacre happen to any human being, not even its worst
enemies. It is in the Israeli army’s nature to first act morally
and secondly, to fight or defend. So maybe those who put the
blame on the army troops ought to reconsider and look more
in depth into the actual facts of the massacre.
Other comments which I heard were: how could some
Jews say that Goldstein was a good, righteous man after what
he had done? My question is: how many times have you
heard of an Arab who kills Jews and is killed as a result, and
later is called a martyr and a hero who fought for the will of
God? History shows that every time an Arab is killed in the
course of action either to spread Islam or to kill Jews he is
considered a martyr by some Arabs. I do not think that
anybody is a hero if he/she kills people no matter what the
circumstances are. But is Goldstein is condemned by every
one, so should the Arab heroes - they both died for their
cause.
I would like to reemphasize the statement I made earlier,
before I bringthisarticle toaclose: I once again condemn the
bloodshed caused by the extremist Dr. Goldstein. It was an
act that should not have happened. I do hope that this
massacre will not affect the peace talks. After all, as Prime
Minister Rabin said: “Israel did not stop negotiation when
Jews were victims. To quit now wou Id mean hand ing a prize
to someone who not only murdered the Palestinians but tried
to murder the peace process.” Let's not allow extremists on
both sides to destroy such a remarkable historical achieve
ment
Vered Adoni

Le Saut de
Tremplin
By Dave Stanridge

lake the fat out
of the wallet
People starving in Somalia, revolution in Yugoslavia,
our society caught in the frail and intricate web of our
mother earth; thrashing about in a vain attempt at free
dom from its limitations, and in the process destroying us
all. Even America, the one-time beacon of hope in the
midst of a fog-enveloped sea, has fallen prey to corrup
tion. Do we care? Do we really care? Or is this none of our
concern''
We sn in our air-conditioned classrooms staring out
intospace, forgetting the troubles that plague thatpeoplc
of the world We sit and stare into the black hole of our
future and as we are plummeting forward to oblivion a
smile forms on our faces. And why shouldn't we smile?
We’re getting our education and making our parentN
smile too, but do we realize what goes on around us? Do
we realize that the history we’ve been spoon fed since
birth as the supreme truth is nothing but convenient
propaganda of the conquerors? Do we realize that the

religion we follow so blindly has been corrupted by
the influence of the church? Ifwe did realize this, we
would be all the more ignorant in forsaking it.
Our society was once humanitarianly based; that
is, it existed for the good of man. T here has been,
however, an appalling change over the centuries
from a society dedicated to making life better to one
dedicated to making more money. Today we arc
concerned with nothing more than fattening our
wallets.
“It’s too bad about those people in Somalia. It’s
too bad about all those homeless, too bad that we’ve
destroyed a world that is billions of years old. Yes, it’s
too bad about those Native American Indians starv
ing on those reservations. It’s a real shame how we
took their land and their pride. Oh well, there’s no
time to worry about those things, I’ve got bills to
pay.” T hat’s what we say to ourselves and we forget
it all in an instant, in the flicker of the time it takes for
a Somalian boy to die after weeks of starvation, in the
fraction of a second that it takes for an atomic bomb
to wipe out a city, in the scrap of an instance it takes
us to purge the earth of a species older than our
culture and these things, which haunt the pages of
our newspapers and litter the news we watch on TV,
no longer exist. And there we sit with our face, one
without thought or question peering into the glow
ing screen set before us. A voice is coming from the
screen, screaming the atrocities manufactured by
our culture. In the twitch of a finger requiring almost
no effort at all, there is a flash. Now the voice is
laughing and telling jokes. The laughter brings a
smile to our face erasing the memory of a child, his
limbs, willowy branches, his dark skin stretched
across bone, his belly swollen from malnutrition.
T he tears falling from eyes imbedded in the chiseled
face of poverty, are quickly wiped away by the
laughing voice from the lighted box in our living
room. Wallowing in mindless ignorance and bliss, we
allow the world and its peoples to be sucked further
into the abyss of extinction and what would seem to
be destiny. The question that must be posed is, will
we let this happen? Will we continue to stumble
through our lives like so many blindfolded children,
while our fellow human beings and our brothers in
the animal world are starving or being slaughtered?
While on earth, our mother, turns to the dank and
lifeless world of concrete and glass? That is what
we’re doing.
Except for the tattered few who’s consciences are
haunted by the putrid decay of a world and a species,
how many of us contribute? How many of us are not
part of the problem? Not a handful more than the
tattered few. We change the channel, turn the page
and leave these troubles behind. When we sit down
to eat a meal, maybe our third of the day, how many
of us see that Somalian boy, with swollen belly and
willowy limbs? None of us do. If we can’t even bring
ourselves to face the problems, how do we expect to
solve them? Don’t we realize that when we change
the channel the show still goes on?
Dave Standridge
Sophomore, English

editorial Note:
Letters a re to be submitted
and ia the Editorial M ailbox
by three p. m. Friday after
noon. The letters can be no
longer than two pages long.
Once submitted, the letters
become
property and! are open to
editing.- Christina
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Express
For Less
♦

Beginning March 7,
1 -8 0

when you share a ride O il t h e
in M orris County, you’ll

SAVE $$$

D ic M lO n d

E x p fC S S

L ane

on gas, plus wear and tear on your car.

GO EXPRESS FOR LESS«

You’ll save time each

way on you r commute. Y ou’ll also be helping reduce traffic congestion and

im p ro ve a ir quality*

TWO!

And that’s a g o o d thing.

The far left inside lane of

1-287 Interchange will becom e a
on weekdays, from

IT TAKES

1-80 from Route 15 in Rockaway through the

HIGH OCCUPANCY VEHICLE LANE

6 a.m. to 9 a m . eastbound and 3 p.m. to 7 p.m . westbound.

The lane will be reserved for vehicles with

TWO O R MORE PEOPLE*

S h are a ride on th e Diam ond Express La n e and
do your share fo r cle a n e r air*

Breathe Easier

Call 1 -800-245-POOL
1Q MONT
10
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W E HAVE
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you Btudy and review Each ia
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The College Store
655-4310

WISH YOU WERE GOING TO THE
ISLANDS BUT...
YOU JUST CAN'T GET AWOT
"T h m A r t O f T a n n in g A N a ils

a n d v is it o n e off o u r isla n d s
547 VALLEY ROAD • UPPER MONTCLAIR • NJ • 07043 • (201)783-0077
OPEN 7 DAYS*Mon-Wed-Fri:12-10 «Tues-Thur: 10-10*Sat: 10-6• Sun: 10-3
•Gift certificates available *Airbrushing
Available'Clean,Ultra-Modern facility with private
rooms* Student Discount with Proper I.D.

1

SPECIAL OFFER

1

w it h t h is a d

TIPS AND WRAPS
FULL SET OF WRAPS
5 SESSIONS

$40REG.$50
$2OREG.$25
$20REG.$30

V p a r c u s to m a r
Kick off your shoes and relax in our new state of art tanning beds. Each of our beds
have a 400-watt built in facial, powerful body fan, built in radio for your listening
pleasure and the only tanning beds in the area with 'Body Contour Acrylics” for
complete comfort and total tanning pleasure. Stop by, check us out and.,

MAYBE YOUR WISH W ILL COME TRUE

LISTEN TO

C iu f L C1UIGUI lUESMS M0RMIISIirK 3l
M O IS IT
C lJV R IO N
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Critique
by Paul Dowd

Redd K ro ss

PhaseshiHer
(Quicksilver Records)
As alternative music becomes main
stream it is getting harder and harder to
find truly “alternative” music.
Fortunately for modern rock lovers
there’s Redd Kross, a ’90’s pop band that
sings about happy them es, catchy love
songs with a twist, and a have-a-nice-day
mentality. This is great for a song or two,
but too much enthusiasm can make some
one sick.
Phaseshifteri Qu ic ks i1ve r) accom p 1¡shes
all that, but somehow manages to keep a
sense of humor about the whole rock star
notion.
T h e first track, “Jim m y’s Fantasy,”
kicks off with a catchy pop melody. This
just may go Top 40 yet. T h e second song
is “Lady in the Front Row,” a Beatlesesq ue tune w ith a harder edge and harmoni/.ing reminiscent of Paul McCartney
and John Lennon.
T h e vocals are done by brothers Jef
frey and Steven McDonald, and are heard
over the lead work of Edward Kurdziel.
“Monolith” is self mocking pop with a
sense of humor.
“Ms. Lady Evens” is another short
upbeat pop song that stands out from the

other short upbeat pop songs.
All the songs seem to hover around the
three minute mark, arc upbeat and arc
there for the purpose ofbcingthcrc. There
arc nodeepinsightful meanings, tear jerk
ing ballads or blatant sentimentality; just
good rock and roll with a freshness rarely
found these days.
Though too much happiness becomes
annoying, Phaseshifter is a good change of
pace.

Shootyz Groove
Respett

(Mercury Records)
T he union of hardcore rap and hard
rock has worked almost to perfection with
Run DMC, Body Count, Anthrax with
Public Enemy, and more recently various
a rtists on the Ju d g e m e n t N ight
soundtrack. Shootyz Groove, based out of
New York, has followed this vein with
energetic beats, hardcore lines from Sense
and Season, and monster riffs from axeman
Donny. With a solid quintet of two rap
pers, one guitarist, a bassist and drummer,
these guys presented a live show in May
o f’93 in New York for theirdevout follow
ing. T he result of this show is the live F.P,
Respect (Mercury) with five songs that hit
hard.
“T h e Craze” follows the same Body
Count, Anthrax formula with rhythmic
verbal flows from the two frontmen, Sense
and Season becked by Spec’s kickin'
grooves on bass. T h e catchy anthemic
song is “Buddahfulday,” about the legal
ization of marijuana, which seems to be
the “in” topic of the moment in rap.
Shootyz Groove show off their rock capa
bilities on the closer, “ Rockin’ in the
Wilderness,” theirgrand finale to the show.

Coming up...
The M oxiciarios w ill provide free listings ofyourA& E events i f you drop a note off
to Kelly Schab, the A&E editor, by Friday at noon.

Thursday, March 3
ART- “Dealings with the ‘X’ Factor.” Featuring the artists Anthony Crisafulli
and William Gorcica and curated by Lorenzo Pace. Runs until March 3.

Tuesday, M arch 8
TH EA TE R - “T h e Rimers of Eldritch.” Part of the Studio Theatre Series.
Ticket prices are: $4.00 standard, seniors, MSCfaculty/staff/alumni;$2.00students.
Call the Box Office at (201)655-5112 for more information. Runs until March 13.
- “...And Nothing But the T ru th ,” a one-act play by the New Jersey
W omen’sTheaterCooperative on sexual harrassment to be followed byadiscussion
with a laywer who specializes in sexual harrassment cases. 7-10 p.m., Student
C enter Ballrooms. Free. Sponsored by the Women’s Center in celebration of
W om en’s I listory Nlonth. For more information, call (201 >655-5114.

Thursday, M arch 10
A R T FORUM L E C T U R E - Doug Baldwin, ceramic sculptor. 3-4:50 p.m.,
Calcia Auditorium. Free. Call Pat Lay at (201)655-7294 for more information.

IVIOIMT
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Shootyz Groove is an exciting band to be
captured on disc, thus makingthem a live
band to really check out.

Stick
Heavy Bag

(Arista Records)
Here it is again, that g-word. Grunge.
An expression that has been beaten to
death, it is also the best way to describe
the band Stick. T he Lawrence, KS four
some mark their debut with Heavy Rag
(Arista), which is painstakingly grunge.
While other bands like Pearl Jam, N ir
vana and Alice in Chains have kept the
alternative metal/hard rock scene fresh,
bands like Stick seem to be cashing in on
the “grunge" sound. T he album sounds
like Soundgarden outtakes, with vocalist
Mark Smirl an almost clone to Chris

Cornell, but with only halfthc vocal range.
I'he song “No Groovy" has been re
leased as a single and is receiving airplay,
but after that the album is lost. “Fuel" is
filled with many lyrical cliches about acar,
while the music is in the vein of Stone
Temple Pilots. “Zero” takes an Alice in
Chains-like melody, but the vocals are
lacking to carry the song, leaving it flat.
Every song seems to blend into one
another making it at times boring. Basic
crunchyguitarsandasolidbackbcatmakc
up every song, but they never go any
where. The problem with Stick is that
they sound like every other distortioninduced band, with nothing to distin
guish them from the rest of the pack. A
disappointing debut, but with more vocal
range and a more original sound, Stick
might be able to break free of the land of
mediocrity and come out with a C D worth
buying.

REVIEW: “Dealing
with the ‘X’ Factor”
by Lisa Ertle
I'he work of two MSC alumni will be wrapping up its display at the college’s
Main Gallery today.
“Dealing with the ‘X’ Factor,” a collaborative show featuring the work of
Anthony Crisafulli and William Gorcica is as colorful and playful as it is intellectu
ally stimulating.
The majority of pieces by Crisafulli, large rectangular paintings in primary and
secondary colors, are a combination of block-letter text and a blending of elements
taken from a variety of sources, including photos of the artist and his chromosomes.
Gorcica’s work includes computer-generated silkscreen images in wood con
structions and a life-size, wooden “Cubem an.” Gorcica says that all of the pieces are
referential to some of his previous work.
A collaborative piece, a “color-coded football field pool table” is an irresistible
continued on page 21

The Fashion
Boutique
by Deanna M azza
Spring Break is not too far away, and
many are looking forward to escaping
from the inclement weather we have all
been experiencing. Thinking about
beach wear to bring on vacation is one
way to boost your spirits. The new trend
happens to be a more sporty look so you
could take advantage of water sports
without fear of “loosing your top.”
The February edition of New York
Magazine reported that the new way to
go is not less material, but the mystery
that accompanies more material. T he
bathing suits for spring ’94 take on a
somewhat nostalgic 60’s look.
I'he bottoms are tailored with more

material around the hip area and are not
as high cut as recent years. T he tops are
reminiscent of a m an’s tee shirt which
gives needed support to a playful look.
Also, the triangle look is still a large
influence in swimwear despite the in
troduction of more sporty suits.
Calvin Klein presented a lycra bikini
in his collection fashioned after the tank
top suit. Another cool combination for
those who are not comfortable expos
ing much of their derrière is the triangle
top and lycra briefs.
Michael Kors swimwear by Trulo
boasts a one piece nylon and lycra suits
continued on page 2 1
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The
Couch
Potato
Update

MARCH

C am p u s P a p e r b a c k B estsellers
1. TTw P«Ncan BrM , by John Gnsham (DeN. $6 99) Law student
finds herseW on the tun from talers ot two Supreme Court justices
2. The Far Side Gallery 4, by Gary Larson
(Andrews & McMeel $12 95) Collection of cartoons
3. Ruby, by V C Andrews (Pocket. $6.50) Young Cajun p i
searches tor the truth of her family’s past_______
4. The Rem ains of the Day, by Kjuruo Isfnguro (Vintage $11 00 )
English butler recalls h«s many years of service

by George Olschewski

5. Schindter’s U s t by Thomas Keneady (Touchstone. $1200 )
Nazi party member rescues Jews in Poland during WWII
6. The Chickens are Resdeea, by Gary Larson
(Andrews & McMeel. $6 95 ) New ootection of cartoons
7. Care of the Soul, by Thomas Moore (Harper Perennial. $1200.)
Guide tor spirituality in everyday Me
S. The Daya Aim Just Packed, by Bd Waiterson (Andrews
& McMeel. $12.95.) More 'Catan and Hobbes’ cartoons
9. Interview with the Vampire, by Anne Rice (BaHan&ne. $6 99)
Chdtng confessions of a vampire
10. The Way Things Ought To Be, by Rush Umbaugh
(Pocket Star. $6.50) Controversial ssues ■that’s Umbaugh territory
Dv The Qtwyeoto
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The Talism ans of Shannara, by Terry Brooks (Del Rey, $5.99.)
Book Four and the conclusion lo The Heritage ot Shannara senes.
The Throat, by Peter Straub (Signet, $6 99 ) Haunting tale of mur
der, obsession and evil horror that can inhabit those dark, forbidding
places in us all._______________________________________ __

Tell me no Secrets, by Joy Fielding (Avon, $5.99.)
An unknown menace is disrupting Chicago's prosecutor Jess
Kosler's well-ordered world But there is no one she can trust, lor
she suspects that her mysterious tormentor is someone close by!

AMOcunoNOFMMMCJuinai-aMMMunoNAi. AMOCunoNorcoiuae itoom

Fashion continued from page 20
which strongly resembles a leotard. This
different look has short sleeves and a
laccd-up front. Karl Lagerfeld created a
less trendy scheme with a white and navyblue one piece tank.
Choosing from trendy one pieces, new
tank styles, triangles or the old revealing
standbys is left up to the individual con

sumer. Only you know what you enjoy
doing on the beach, and your suit should
reflect those interests. The most impor
tant thing is that you shouldn’t buy the
“latest” suit just to have it even though it
is not normally your style and it doesn’t
flatter your figure. Buy for yourself, it’s
you who has to wear it!

The Prophet will return next week.
STUDIO THEATRE SERIES
Department of Broadcasting, Speech Communication,
Dance and Theatre
presents

THE RIMERS OF ELDRITCH
March 8,9, 10,11,12 at 8pm
March 13 at 2pm
in the
STUDIO THEATRE
located in the Speech Building
Call (201) 655-5112 for ticket information

Science fiction television has, by far,
lost its creative edge. Don’t get me wrong,
I still love the genre, but too many stories
have become trite cop-outs, most of all,
the use of the hologram.
Star Trek- Deep Space Nine recently had
an episode where an entire colony popu
lation (even the town!) was a hologram.
T he newest incarnation of Knight
Rider’s computer is a hologram. Rather,
the new Knight-dude’s deceased girl
friend appears to him via hologram. You
see, her spirit is contained in a chandeliercrystal looking thing.
Time Trax uses a hologram-generated
woman throughout the entire series, but
that’s not really a plot device. Instead,
she’s a regular character.
Second in line is the use of terrorist
attacks on helpless crews, space stations,
frontier colonies, Tupperware parties or
what have you.
Mow many left-wing self-righteous
groups have attacked or taken over in one
way or another on SeaQuest DSVPST-DS9
has been using it on a regular basis, but it
has been part of a larger picture- the BajorCardassia War.
SQ DSV see ms to say, “Hmmm. What
do we do this week? I know! L et’s have a
terrorist attack!”
One week, Darwin was a victim. Oh,
that’s right, tug on the o f heartstrings by
kidnapping a helpless dolphin.
Another week, Lucas was in with a
band of computer hackers out to terrorize
the bank networks of the world. Another
week, a psycho nut scientist threatens to

plague the world with some funky vims.
Can you say “getting old,” boys and girls?
Not only that, but too much emphasis
is being placed on new technology rather
than people.
T here’s a new ray gun, or some bug
eyed race of aliens has made their version
of the Death Star and is trying to muscle
in on the Federation, or a new something
or other is doing what it shouldn’t and if
we don’t have warp speed in two minutes,
Scotty, then we’ll all be dead. Back in the
day, science fiction was about people, not
about technology. It should get back to
that.
I miss the Cylons. I miss the Colonial
Vipers and New Chicago. I miss the
Galactica. I miss the Visitors. There was
technology. There was technobabblc and
dilithium crystals, but first and foremost,
it was about the people in the series, not
about the ships they flew.
It wasn’t about space stations and
funky hairdos (a la Babylon 5). I’ll admit,
I didn’t really notice it until last Thursday
when, trapped in the tomb that is the La
Campana office, our secretary Christine
Valenti mentioned it in the course of the
conversation.
Thanks for the wake up, Christine.
Make terrorist attacks on the yearbook
Valenti-ism #2.
I’ll still keep watching the shows, and
I’ll still hope for better stories. One final
note to TCI of North Jersey- Where the
hell are the Sci-Fi Channel and the Car
toon Network???
See you next week.

Art

continued from poge 20
attraction for students and professors alike:
A poetry reading was connected to the
aside from its aesthetic value, it can be show, “Dealings with the ‘X’ Factor.”
utilized for sport during the gallery’s work
T he artists gave their personal state
ing hours. T he pool table, representative m ents and a lecture on dcconstructive
of competition: opposing teams, is remi aesthetics before their reception on Feb.
niscent of this exhibition’s creative roots, 3. Deconstructivist Theory, a philosophy
as the two artists worked on their pieces which deals with the ambiguity of meansimultaneously in different locations. ingin text, as well as the visual arts, is what
Ironically, the combined work, along with the artists feel permeates all intellectual
structuralelementsof the gallery incorpo enterprises of our generation - “Genera
rated as a unification tool for the exhibit, tion ‘X’.” Students from communication
created an effect which might cause one classes attended, and were invited to ask
to assume the two were always on the questions and discuss the exhibit with its
creators.
“same team.”

WANTED:
Reliable writers to review m ovies, b ook s, and
cam pus plays and d a n c e for A & E .
C all Kelly at 655-5241.
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Com ics
M IST ER B O F F O
by Jo e Marlin
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SOME
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M any T o ys fo r G irls and B oys
DIRECTIONS N am e ihc 25 toy» d n crib cd h r low

^

1 Multi-colored pegs inserted in illuminated board
2 They wobble, but they don’t fall down.
3 Anthropomorphic tuber with removable features
4 Loosely coiled spring that walks down stairs
5. PlayDoh dental excavation kit
6 Brown wooden building materials named after a President
7 Drawing board with dials, for the ultra-coordinated
8 Danish m ulti-hued bricks with raised dots for easy snap-together assembly
9 Boxing ring with sparring mechanical men
I0. Famous war hero doll with three-day beard
11 Bounceable. malleable compound used to duplicate images from the funnies
12. Grossly proportioned dream girl
1) . Stereoscope viewer with delightful film wheels
14. Long-haired pastel horses
15. Super-elastic muscleman
I6 Decorated plastic do-hickeys that get smaller when you cook them
17. Green goop with snot-like consistency
I8 Large locating disk for Mated floor-spinning action
I9. Series of plastic gears used to make cool designs
20 Giant inflatable ball for children to straddle and bounce on
21. Plastic tncyle with oversued front wheel
22. Canine pull-toy with detective cap
2) Record-playing train engine
24 Trash-eating farm animal
25 Bald puppet with many disguises

-—

/

Mid terms are upon us again. Here is a helpful study idlet to help you manage
your weight and relieve stre ss.
Breakfast: 1/2 a grape fruit, a cup of black coffee or tea, one piece of to a st
with margarine. Do half an hour of our relaxation exercises. Schedule 2 hour of
study.
Lunch: A green salad, a glass of orange juice, one lean chicken sandwich. 1/
2 a slice of cheese cake. Walk for an hour on a gradient of 1/5. Remember to
breath through the nose to optimize oxygen intake. Schedule 2 more hours of
home work.
Dinner: Lean Beef or Skinless chicken, three vegetables, eat the r e st of the
cheese cake, drink a bottle of wine, go out on the town, drop out of college.
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Vour/^cv//Horoscope
by ktIke Peters

F t?

b y Ruby W yner-k>
A A B Poertifred Astrologer

A riet: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) A
Libby's fruit cocktail commer
cial causes your estranged chil
dren to reach out to you. Re
spond only in CB language.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) In this
cycle, a long distance bus ride
will turn into a journey info
courage and a triumph of the
spirit when a guy tries to sell you
PCP
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) You’ll
discover a family of squirrels has
nested in Grandma's prosthetic
leg. After she dies in her sleep,
you won't want to disturb them
by moving her, so you'll leave
her corpse on the couch until
she becomes a fire hazard and
bums the place to cinders.
Cancer: (June 22—
July 22) You
dream of a gold medal in the
slaloms at the Olympics, until
your thumbs are cut off by a razor
sharp hat.
Leo: (July 23-Aug 22) Letter
after demanding letter eventu
ally gets you on America’s Fun
niest People, but host Dave
Coulier will still not realize your
love for him.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) The
position of Saturn's moons will
cause you to seek out the sooth
ing tones of the dulcimer.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

g f f (H C l l t a i l t

by Mark Parisi

Libra: (Sept. 23-O ct. 23) Dis
satisfaction in your relationship
stems from your new striped shin
Scorpio: (Oct. 24—Nov. 21) You'll
lose it all in a giant Mafia-run
game of jacks
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec 21)
An emotional letter from a par
ent gives focus to your life. Find
that parent and kill her.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
Even a Water sign like yourself
may not be able to pull off the
bold fashion move of a white
sailor suit two sizes too small.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb 18) Al
though Aquarii are easy to get
along with, the clinic proctolo
gist tires of your three times daily
visits.
Pisces: (Feb 19-Mar. 20) The
stars say that you are wearing
too much lip-liner. Are you try
ing to look like a fivc-dollar
whore ?
Ruby Wyner-lo's kid's club. "Super
Junior Storkids," has been cleared of
all wrongdoing by the investigation
committee. Join the club by sending
a self-addressed, stamped envelope
to Ruby do Onion Features 33
University square .Suite 270, Madi
son, W l 53715.
© 1 9 9 4 O n io n Features S yn d ica te
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by Faraq Joehi
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The dentist Just buzzed me, Mrs. Lewellyn — he s
ready to see Bobby now.
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Thursday, March 3, 1994

Red Hawks
hope to avoid
falling prey
to Hunter
MSC head coach Nick Del T u fo
may have put it best when he said,
“W e're back on the map."
T h a t’s saying plenty for how dra
matically this program has improved.
Del Tufo and his players, watching
via satellite, saw themselves in the
NCAA Division III tournament for
the first time since 1984 on Sunday.
Tonight, the fifth-seeded Red
Hawks will travel to New York City
to take on fourth-seeded H unter
College (25-2) in the first round of
the Atlantic Regional. T he winner
of that game travels to Glassboro to
take on top-seeded Rowan College,
which is also No. 3 in the nation.
“T h ey ’re a quick team ,“ said Del
T u fo of his first round opponent.
“T h ey like to use full-court pres
sure, kind of a hcltcr skelter ap
proach.”
T he Hawks will look to junior
guard Shawn M cCartney (23.7 ppg)
and senior guard/forward Rob Carter
(19.2 ppg, 7.9 rpg) for offense.
T h e y ’ll receive help inside from
sophomore cen ter Brian Palacios,
w ho’s averaging 13 points and 8.7
rebounds per contest.
MSC probably clinched the tour
n a m e n t bid by w inning seven
straight games before succumbing
to Rowan, 77-62 on Saturday.
“I don’t think we realize how big
a game that Stockton game was,”
said guard and sixth man C hris
Sm ith, “because if we didn’t win
that game, we m ight not have got in.
I think it’s kind o f a relief that we got
in. We just have to do the things
w e’ve done to get us here- play hard
and execute."
“W e’rea little anxious to play and
find out what the tournam ent is all
about," said guard Dean Spinogatti.
T h e keys for the Red Hawks to
be able to win on the road are not at
all complex. T h ey m ust control the
boards.
Keith Hines and Chris Jackson
m ust play as well as they have down
the stretch, especially Hines, who
has been a nuisance to opposing
defenses. Also, players such as Rob
erts, Smith, and Spinogatti must hit
their outside shots. Finally, they
m ust handle H u n ter’s pressand cha
otic play with composure and pa
tience.
- Fdinarano

MONT
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MSC falls to Rowan in NJAC final,
but earns first NCAA bid in 10 years
by Brian Falzarano
Balance is one thing in the game of
basketball. But when you’re like Rowan
College, balance and depth win games
and championships.
At least the NJAC championship. In
defeating MSC, 77-62, there were a few
factors as to why the Red I lawks (18-7)

Men’s
Basketball
came up on the other side of victory.
-The Profs shot 68 percent in the
second half, while MSC shot 42.3 per
cent.
-Players such as Chris Jackson (four
fouls in 24 minutes) and Greg Fowler
(fouled out) were in foul trouble in the
second half, enabling Rowan College to
blow the game open.
Yes, it was Rowan’s (25-1, ranked
No. 3 in the country) depth proving to
be insurmountable to MSC.
“T h e key was their depth,” said coach
Nick Del Tufo. “They went eight or
nine deep.”
“Their depth killed us,” added point
guard Keith Roberts. “T hey just kept
bringing in fresh guys that did the same
amount of damage as the starting five.”
It was not only their depth that aided
the Profs. It was their ability to adjust
their defense and their intelligent play
as well. T h eir adjusting to a 1-3-1
matchup zone, which MSC had not seen
all year spells out why they were

A l Langer/Montclarion

Rowan-77

MSC-73

M atthew 3 -O M -1 0 , Wood 5-( 1)-4-15,
Burden 2-(0)-0-4, Foote 10-(0)-l-21, McCoy
2-(0)-2-6, Battcrshy 3-(0)-0-6, Harvey 0-(0)0-0, Taraila 0-(0)-7-7, Gluck 4-(0)-<)-8. T o 
tals: 29-(4)-15-77.

Roberts 4-(0)-6-14, Spinogatti 2-(0)-6-10,
Fow ler5-(0)-l 1-21, Jackson3-(0)-4-10, H ines6(0)-0-12, Smith 1-(1)-1 -4, Pipercic l-(0)-0-2.
Totals: 22-(l)-28-73.

MSC-62

Richard Stockton-62

Fowler 7-(0)-0-14, Jackson 3 -(0 )-5 -ll,
Hines5-(0)-2-12, Spinogatti5-(2)-0-12, Rob
erts 3-(0)-7-13, Smith 0-(0)-0-0,, Pipercic 0(0)-0-0, Satchell 0-(0)-0, McCauley 0-«))-0,
O rdino 0-(0)-0. Totals: 23-(2)-14-62.

Bolden l-(l)-3-6, G aines 2-(l)-l-5, Cochran
11 -(1)-1 -24, Clay 7-«))-4-18, Ferguson 1-(0)-0-2,
Blake 2-(0)-0-4, Small 0-(0)-0-0, Blackley l-(0)0-2, Kilby 0-(0)-0. T otals: 25-(3)-9-62.

Halftime: MSC, 33-31.

Halftime: MSC, 40-21
Records: MSC (17-7), Stockton St. (19-6).

Records: MSC (18-7), Rowan (25-1).
continued on page 21

MSC hires two new track and field coaches
by Karl Lomberk
T he MSC Athletic Departm ent has
announced the hiring of three new
coaches, including two track and field
coaches.
Ueandcr Knight, an MSC graduate
and a former standout football player in
1984 and 1985, has been named the
interim head track coach, temporarily
rep lacin g su sp e n d e d coach John
Blanton.
The interim status of the head track
coaching position is based on the pend
ing judicial proceedings involving
Blanton.
Knight was a defensive back for the

Houston Oilers and New York Jets
from 1987-1991 and served as an assis
tant football coach at MSC in 1988. He
is currently a teacher in the East Or
ange school district.
Noreen Cassidy was hired to fill the
assistant track coach vacancy on a per
m anent basis.
T h e 1990 graduate of MSC served
as an assistant track coach at Morris
Knolls High School in 1989 and was
also an assistant field hockey coach at
Boonton High School and the Acad
emy of St. Elizabeth in Convent Sta
tion in 1991-92. She was also an assis
tant swim coach at Morristown High

School in 1993.
T h e school also hired Robin Curcuru
as the m en’s tennis coach to replace Barri
Pollner.
Curcuru most recently served as an
assistant women’s tennis coach at Rutgers
University. T he graduate of the Univer
sity of Richmond takes over a team that
went 8-6 last season.
T h e Manasquan native was a four-year
m em ber of the Spiders’ women’s team
from 1989-92. She was named her team ’s
captain in 1991-92 and was Richmond’s
Most Valuable Player her senior season.
C urcuru is currently pursuing her
M aster’s Degree at MSC.
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Grateful Red Hawks slide into ECAC tournament
by Keith A. Idee
It’s not the NCAA tournam ent, but
it’s better than nothing.
T he VISC w om en’s haskcthall team,
which surprisingly received a hid to the
ECAC tournam ent on Monday, has been
given one more chance to walk away
from this season with more than just a
12-11 record.

we’re able to win, it would be a great
way to end my career.”
MSC got into the ECAC’s thanks
largely in part to Upsala College. The
Vikings, who were on the bubble for

11.1 rebounds per game.
“W chavctodcal with Katina Johnson
on the inside and their backcourt is re
ally strong,” said Bradley. “Another key
for us is to hit our free throws. The last

Women’s
Basketball
T he Red Hawks will play NJ AC rival
Ramapo College, the tournam ent’s top
seed and the host of the event, tonight
at 8 p.m. in Mahwah. Second-seeded
F Dll-M adison takes on No. 3 seed York
College (N.Y.) in the first game at 6 p.m.
MSC received an ECAC bid last sea
son, but decided to turn it down after
playing in the NJAC tournament. This
season, the Red Hawks were elated to
be playing in the post-season.
“Last year our aspirations were
higher,” said MSC head coach Gloria
Bradley. “It was the NCAA’s or noth
ing. This year w e’re a younger and
more inexperienced team, so the more
that we play the better it is for us.”
Senior forward Judy Stair was espe
cially happy about continuing her ca
reer at MSC. “We were shocked to get
in,” said Stair of the players’ reaction to
getting a bid. “ I’ve played in the post
season every year I’ve been here. If

Kim Kovar (/.), a sophomore center, and sophomore guard Lisa Vi/la/ta (r.) will be major
factors fo r MSC as it trys to salvage its season with an ECAC tournament title this weekend.
the NCAA’s, wound up receiving a bid
to that tournament, thus opening a spot
in the ECAC’s.
Ramapo(14-10) is the favorite to win
the tournament despite closingits regu
lar season with a four-game losingstreak.
T o advance to the final on Saturday
at 6 p.m., the Red Hawks will have to
stop the Roadrunners’ leading scorer,
5-foot-l 1 senior center Katina Johnson,
who’s averaging 16.8 points and 11.3
rebounds per game. T h at task will go to
sophomore center Kim Kovar. The sixfoot Kovar is averaging 9.1 points and

time we played them we were 7-20 from
the line and we lost by five points. If
w e’re focused, we’ll do well.”
Ramapo will also look to 5-10 junior
forward Sue Beck, who goes for 16.6
points and 10.3 rebounds per game.
Guard Tyrsa Cameron adds 15.6 points
and 4.5 assists a contest for the Roadru
nners.
Along with Kovar and Stair, sopho
more guard Lisa Vilallta and seniorguard
Stacy McWilliams m ust play well for the
Red I lawks to get into the final against
either FDU-Madison or York.

MSC comes into the tournament hav
ing not played a game for a wcek-and-ahalf. T he Red Hawks also did not
practice for overa w eek since they didn’t
know if they’d have anything to prac
tice for. When they got word of the
tournam ent bid on M onday, it was time
to shake off the rust.
“We were a little rough around the
edges when we practiced on Monday
and Tuesday,” said Bradley. “Butwc’vc
gone at it real hard in practice. The time
off was good because most of the play
ers needed some tim e to heal.”
Entering this season, MSC was ex
pected to struggle a little bit. With only
two seniors, this was thought to be a
rebuilding year for the Red Hawks. It
was. Inconsistency plagued them
throughout the season and their record
reflects that.
However, winning this touranment
would be a major confidence builder for
next year. T hree starters return and
Bradley has a year’s worth of head coach
ing experience under her belt.
Obviously, the earlier this team learns
to win, the better off it will be. T here’s
no better time than now.
RED HAWK N O T E S .... Stair fin
ished as the team ’s leading scorer at 19
ppg. She was also the NJAC’s secondleading scorer.... Villalta finished as the
conference leader in assists (6.4 apg)
and was second in steals (5.6 spg). She
scored 9.7 points a contest.... Freshman
guard Heidi Klingert was MSC’s sec
ond leading scorer at 10 points a game.

Five MSC wrestlers go for it all at national meet
by Glenn Steinberg
After finishing third in the NCAA
Division III wrestling tournam ent last
year, the Red Hawk wrestlers are re
turning to the NCAA tournam ent with
high hopes.
th e tournam ent begins tomorrow
w ith w ith th e p relim in ary and
quarterfinal rounds at the University of
W isconsin-Steven’s Point. It concludes
on Saturday with the semifinal and final
rounds. T h e official weigh-ins are to
day.
Representing MSC (8-10) in Wis
consin will be M ike DcLuca (118 lbs.),
ScottCastiglia (126 lbs.), Mike Klammer
(142 lbs.), Chris Beagan (150 lbs.) and
Chris Rea (190 lbs.).
Last year’s oustanding performance
(third place overall in the nation and
five All-Americans) will be hard to du
plicate, but head coach Steve Strellncr
is expecting a lot of his team.
“All five of them are have the poten
tial to be All-Americans,” said Strellner.
“T he guys last year were stronger, but
these guys are good.”
Each weight class has 20-24 wrestlers
at the NCAA’s. T o place in the meet, a

wrestler must finish in the top eight in
his weight class. Placing in a weight
class ensures a wrestler of All-American
status.
DcLuca is No. 7 in his weight class
in Division III, so going in he is ex
pected to place.
Castiglia, a senior, is wrestling in the
weight class he belongs in for the first
time in his four-year career and it has
benefitted him tremendously. “He
used to wrestle at 134 and that was a
little too heavy for him,” said Strellner.
“H e’s a better wrestler at 126 than he
was at 134.”
Klammer should have a shot at the
national title at 142 lbs. “He lost in a
real good match to Johnson of Trenton
State in the finals of the Mets and
Johnson is the top wrestler in the coun
try in his weight class,” Strellner said.
Beagan lost to the No. 3 wreslter in
the nation at the Mets and is also in
contention to place.
However, the expectations for Rea
are not as secure. “Anything could
Al Langer/Montclarion
happen with Chris,” said Strellner. “But
Mike
Flammer
(142
lbs.)
is
one
offtve
Red
Hawk
wrestlers
shooting
fo
r a national title at
he’s a good wrestler and his different
the NCAA meet at the University of Wisconsin-Steven 's Point which begins tomorrow.
style could help him.”
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Hines proves that nice guys don’t always finish last
by Brian Falzarano
There arc a few things you should
know about Keith Hines. He is tough.
He has no fear. He wears a scowl on the
court that would make his own mother
wary. And he is a prim e contender for
NJAC Player of the Year.
By the way, he is also very well-liked
and respected. In other words, he's a
nice guy.
Wait a minute. A person such as
Hines, who helps lead his team to its
first NCAA tournam ent bid in 10 years
and plays with a fierceness and deter
mination unrivalled in the conference,
is a nice guy?
You better believe it. “ H e’s just a
real nice guy,” said point guard Keith
Roberts, who has becom e close with
Hines since transferring from Wagner
College this year. “You’ve gotta like
him. I Ie gets along with everybody.”
“T h e thing I like about Keith,” said
MSC coach Nick Del Tufo, “is he’s a
caring, considerate young man. H e’s a
secure individual. T h e y ’re intangibles
you wish all your kids had.”
Ironically, Hines almost didn't get
this far. He didn’t even start playing
basketball until seventh grade because
his first love was football. It was by
accident that he discovered the game in
which he now excels at.

Al Langer/Montdarion

H ines' p la y in the p a in t has helped the Red
H aw ks get into the NCAA's.

“T he coach (at his junior high school)
walked up to me and said, ‘Congratula
tions, you made the team .’ I looked at
him and told him I didn’t even try out.”
From there he worked on his game
with Craig Brandon, who became his
best friend, as well as his brother Greg,
who played at the H am pton (Va.)
Institue and overseas for 10 years.
Despite being overlooked by Divi
sion I schools such as Rutgers and St.
Peter’s, which offered him scholarships
and backed off because he was to be a
Proposition 48 case, meaning he failed

OASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
Part-time health food store. Cranford. Flexible hoursinterest in nutrition helpful. Call (908) 276-4270.
••••S P R IN G BREAK****
Cancún, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Padre!
110% low est Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and your trip is free!
TAKE A BREAK S T U D E N T TRAVEL
(800)328-7283
Earn $500-$1000 weekly stuffing envelopes.
For details- RUSI1$1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Grccntrce Drive
Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901
SUM M ER JOBS:Lifeguards, Ride Attendants, Food
ServiceStafT,Gate Attendants, Parking Attendants, vSuperlisors. T omahawk I .ake Watcrpark, ByramTiwnship, NJ.
Call (201)398-7777 or (201>478-7490.
Looking for students with terrific phone manner to
research and recruit for major Wall Street & Entertainment
firms. $7-$10 hourly rate plus bonus. Please call Judy (201)
509-8851.
AACmisc& Travel Employment Guide. Earn big$$$
travel the world free! (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, Asia!)
Hurry! Busy Spring/Summcr seasons approaching. Guar
anteed success! Call (919)929-4398 ext. e316.
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to score 700 on his SA T’s. Also, the fact
that he wasconsidcred a "tweener” hurt
his chances of those schools risking a
scholarship on him.
“T hey didn’t think I could be an
impact player,” said Hines, a 6-foot-5,
210-pounder.
He then went to State Fair C om m u
nity College in Sedialia, Kan. in order to
improve his game. Still there were no
feelers from any Division I schools, al
though there were feelers from NAIA
schools.
After a brief stint at Shaw University
in North Carolina, he came back home
and worked odd jobs for a year. It was
during open gym at PanzerGymnasium
that Del Tufo and assistant coach Jose
Rebim bas spotted him playing and
urged him to play for them. After a visit
from Del Tufo, his mind was made up.
“ I decided I wanted to play,” Hines
said. “My parents were very supportive
of me. Ever since then I’ve been a Red
Hawk.”
And boy has MSC improved since his
decision. They w ent from winning six
games in 1991-1992, the year before he
came, to 11 in 1992-1993, to 18 this
season. He has been the focal point of
th e M SC o ffe n se as well as th e
opposition’s defense, putting forth 16
points and 10.6 rebounds per game. His
contributions transcend words.

Full time, part time waiters, waitresses, hosts, host
esses. All shifts available. IJno Restaurant & Bar (201 )25607(H). Ask for manager.

CHILDCARE

Paula from th e magic gar
den
Your a p atch hot o f dai
sies

CHILDCARE N E E D E D for 16 month old daugh
ter in my Verona home. 1 or 2 days a week, M ORNINGS
ONLY. Flexible days and hours. $5/hr. If interested, call
(201)857-1204.
Babysitter/Mother’s Helper
Mature person in Wayne home to babysit for two
infants. 3 late afternoons a week. Flexible days. Salary
negotiable. Experience and references a mus. Have own
transportation. Call Ellen evenings/weekends(201 )6968458.

Amazon B e a st I,
Help m e g e t to NJ.l.T.III
S.UM.O.
Nancy (Sigma)
W hat's four tim es six?
Joan (Queen)
W hydoyoucatlmeat three
in the morning to find if Ikissed
my hot man?

ROOMS
VACATION APARTM ENT FOR R E N T
Condado, Puerto Rico'Tourist Area. Daily & weekly
rates. Air conditioned, secured premises, cable-VCR,
kitchen facilities. Francis Aponte (201)673-1109. Leave
message on machine.
Montclair border, furnished room, separate entrance,
female preferred, no fees, $75 per week. Call (201 )783-

3584

PERSONALS

Andrea (AKPsI)
Where are you?? I never see youi I hate to admit it but I m iss

“Night in and night out, you know
what you arc going to get from him,”
Del Tufo said. “Keith H ines is prob
ably one of the best all-around players
I’ve had at MSC. H e’s definitely the
best inside player we’ve had.”
“With his presence on the court, it
opens up things on the outside for me
and the o th e r players,” said Dean
Spinogatti. “H e ’s definitely feared and
respected around the league.”
The fact that he is a senior who led
the Red Hawks to their goal at the
outset of the season is apparent to one
teammate in particular.
“T he coaches made reference to it
(making the tournam ent for Hines) a
few times and a few guys did, too,” said
Chris Sm ith, a key contributor off of the
bench. “ H e ’s the typical player you
want on your team. He gives it his all on
the court, and off the court he gives it his
all in life and as a friend.”
Hines, as hum ble as he is, deflects
praise towards his teammates. Espe
cially towards Spinogatti, M ike Pipercic
and Chris Jackson who have been here
since Del T u fo ’s abysmal six-win first
season.
“ Dean, Chris and Mike were the
foundation,” said Hines. “T hose are
the type of guys you want to say to them,
‘Way to go, fellas’.”
T h at’s Keith Hines for you.

Elena (Sigma)
They are talking about your momll

J.G.
Despite all th e bullshit, we
have so m e really special
memories - let’s n o t throw
them away I m iss you ... let's
talk.
Cindy,
S ta y Strong!
WILD.

Silly (DX)Whatever, chump!
Love, m e

(Well, he's either dead or
alive or the cops g o t him or
th ey don't.)

(Define Irony.)

Heather,
Multiculturaliem is not a
waste o f time
Olga Monteu

Nancy (Sigma)
What to y s do you want for
your B-Dayl?
Ally + Pam
To th e Sigma Pledge Class

m
Good luck! We are behind
you all th e wayI
Love, your Dean-Nlyati

yalI
Love.
i think you know who (if not, you'll have to guess.???)

AIXpledges - Mindy, Tania,
Lauren, Erin. Amanda. Kristen
and Noreen
G rea tp b o n yo u rfirsttw o
weeks, keep up th e good work!
Love. AIX *124

Dickey (DX)
Are we Still friends?
JC (Sigma)

Amazon Beast II
Happy Belated Birthday.
S.U.M.O.
You ain't know.
We loveyoul
Olga + Barbie
(What are you. a comedian?
G et outta here, ya burnt)
Chhssy.
Anytime; Tmglad Icould help
Kel-Bei
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A View From The Pressbox, by
Keith A. Idee will return next week.

MSC Sports Schedule
Thursday, March 3:
M e n ’s basketball (away) vs. Hunter College (N.Y.) in the first round
o f the NCAA tournam ent, 7 p.m.
Friday, March 4:
W om en’s basketball (away) vs. Ramapo College in the first round
of the ECAC tournam ent, 8 p.m.
W restling (away) in the NCAA National Championships at the
University of Wiscon$in-*Steven’s Point, all day (preliminary and
quarterfinal matches)
Saturday, March 5:
M en ’s basketball (away) in the NCAA tournam ent (depends upon
outcom e of first-round game), TBA.
W om en’s basketball (away) in the ECAC tournam ent championship
game at Ramapo College, 6 p.m (depends upon outcome of firstround game).
W restling (away) in the NCAA National Championships at the
University of W isconsin-Steven’s Point, all day (semifinals and finals).

C all t h e R ed H a w k s Sports L in e for all o f th e
la test a n d u p -to -d a te in fo rm a tio n on your
fa v o rite M S C a th le tic team : (2 0 1 ) 6 5 5 -7 6 4 5 .
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THE COLLEGE STORE
WILL BEGIN RETURNING
UNSOLD TEXTBOOKS ON

MARCH 7

PLEASE PURCHASE
ANY NEEDED TEXTS

M en’s hoops, from page 24
utes, outscored MSC’s bench, 21-0.
MSC played two very solid halves,
including a near flawless first half in a
game they never trailed to ward off
Stockton State, 73-62, in the first round
of the NJAC tournament.
Led by 21 points from Greg Fowler
and Spinogatti’s eight assists in the first
half, the Red 1lawks coasted to a 40-21
halftime margin.
For the Red Hawks, it gave them
some relief from the last time these two
teams met. In that game on February 3,
MSC was winning for nearly the whole
game until Ramon Gaines hit a threepointer with 18 seconds left to give
Stockton a 58-57 win.
This tim e Gaines was held to five
points on two of 12 shooting. Jerm aine
Clay, a contender for conference player
of the year, had 17 points despite foul
trouble for the Ospreys, who were led
by Carl C ochran’s 24 points.
RED HAWK NOTES: Statistical
leaders - Keith Hines leads in scoring
(16 points per game), rebounds (10.6
rpg), m in u te s (32.9), and blocks
(2.16).... Fowler leads in free throw per
centage (86.2) and three-point field goals
made (33).... Roberts leads in assists
(4.54)......Ja ck so n leads in ste a ls
(2.96).... H ines on having Roberts: “If
we had him last year, we would have
been in the NCAA’s.”

outscorcd, 46-29, in the second half.
“They made changes that hurt us,"
said guard Dean Spinogatti, who had 12
points for the Red Hawks. “T h e y went
to a 1-3-1 zone, which we hadn’t seen
before.”
The first half was another story.
When Rowan led 23-15 with 8:48 left in
the opening half, MSC believed they
could stay in and win this game.
Proof of that came in Spinogatti’s 35foot three-pointer on one leg, which
hanked in off of the glass at the buzzer
to give the Red Hawks a surprising 3331 lead at the break. It also gave them
a huge confidence boost.
“That shot put us exactly w here we
wanted to be,” said Roberts, who had 13
points on a sub-par three of 15 shooting.
“When he made that shot, there was no
doubt in my mind we were going to win
that game.”
“Everyone definitely felt good,” said
Spinogatti. “We thought it might have
been a sign.”
But it wasn’t. Rowan came out and
dominated the second half, hitting nine
of their first ten shots. MSC was within
51-46, when Rob Gluck made a steal
and threw down a dunk from the foul
line that got the fans and the Profs into
the game. Another key statistic was that
Rowan’s bench, led by G luck’s eight
points and three rebounds in 16 m in
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